
EFFICIENCY IN HOSPITAL SOCIAL SERVICE 

JESSIE L. BEARD 

Evolution in social work has been tending for some time in the 
same general way as the other human endeavors-11edicine and 
Industry. In these fields we find a growing sentiment for a trained 
personnel, specialization, research and preventive work. In industry 
where a large number of people are gathered together for production 
and distribution, administrative technic has developed as a corollary 
of efficiency. Much has been written about efficiency and various 
phases are described frequently in our popular magazines. In a 
smaller way, social workers usually operate in groups. Cannot we 
take a lesson from industry, adopting what seems to apply to our 
case and rejecting the principles which are prone to disregard the 
human element? 

A survey is the logical beginning when starting or reorganizing 
work. vV e decide if the service is necessary, where its immediate 
field should be and into what direction it should move. 1\t this time 
we meet the interested outsiders and insiders and learn our relation 
to them. We and our work are in process of orientation. Often 
an adjustment made at this time will prevent future friction, if not 
the actual abandonment of the work. It is hard to change relation
ships after they have been established. From the survey naturally 
emerges a plan of development stated in general terms, follO\ved by 
specific details and a tentative budget. 

Personnel and materials are to be considered next. The latter 
does not bulk large in social endeavor outside of institutions, hut 
vve must always be certain that a worker has the necessary tools. 
This means good office conditions including light, air, quiet, cleanli
ness, desk space and an eight-hour day, suf-ficient hooks of reference 
to meet the needs of the workers, conveniently placed telephones, a 
rest room, an adequate supply of forms and stationery which cover 
the field of the agency. As we are treating human problems all the 
time we succeed or fail largely through our personnel. I recom
mend for thoughtful study an article which deals with employment 
of social workers from several angles.1 As most employees are 
women, I use the feminine rather than the masculine pronoun as 
dictated by usage. 

won the Hiring Line," J. C. Colcord, Family, 1920, I, 9 and 1920, I, 6. 
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It is never too early to consider the volunteer. Will she fit in 
your office? What educational or professional background should 
she have? What minimum of service should she render? How 
many can you accommodate? What will you do to increase her 
interest? Will you develop and stimulate her through special train
ing in group and private conference? Do you consciously correlate 
teaching and practice? The time is past when the volunteer confines 
herself to stupid office routine, or, on the other hand, visits only 
"interesting" cases. It is not fair to the volunteer or the work to 
cheapen or enhance unduly the value of her services. Let us treat 
each individually, bringing to light latent possibilities in our capacity 
of vocational guides. There have been trained volunteers who 
became paid workers because thereby, opportunities for constructive 
effort were greater. Executives at all times should study their staffs, 
encouraging here, advising there, correcting in some other place
in other words, doing social case work to secure an efficient harmon
ious whole. Hiring and firing must be under the chief executive as 
it is only the very large organizations, such as the American Reel 
Cross, which have departments of personnel. 

A small office force results, naturally, in more intimate contacts 
between workers than we find in larger organizations, because it is 
often necessary to help or relieve another worker and all are more 
or less familiar with problems being handled and clients helped. 
Because of this, shirkers and non-mixers are to be avoided. Social 
technic can be learned. It is a much harder task to reform a 
quarrelsome or moody person, and it is well nigh useless to expect 
fair play from one who tries to do less than her share of work. 
Many think loyalty an essential, but it will follow inevitably if the 
executive chooses congenial assistants and tries in every way and 
at all times to make their work more interesting and their lives fuller. 
A minor question which has to be faced is that of personal relations 
between workers and heads which takes a concrete form in gifts and 
entertainments. It is so human to have favorites and also natural 
to give flowers to the teacher. But, teachers' pets never have a very 
pleasant time in the long run, and unless it is possible to be friendlv 
with all (as in a small force) it seems best to refuse all favors. 

Large organizations call for a number of specialists and in order 
to secure the skill or training desired, it may be necessary to take 
one deficient, in the two virtues mentioned earlier. The clockwork 
of efficient office routine will make up for this lack to some extent. 
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At times agents may be taken from the general staff and with 
instruction become special agents where a particular task is to be 
done. Training for social work is still in its experimental stage. 
It is undoubtedly true that the mental discipline acquired in school 
will tend to make a more careful diagnostician, a clearer record 
writer, a person with a broader point of view and also by elimination, 
universities do not graduate those of mediocre mental calibre. But, 
unfortunately, many become intellectual snobs through this process 
and have almost ceased to be sympathetic, common-sense human 
beings when they enter the most human of all professions. Again, 
some of our most inspiring leaders did not finish their college courses 
because they found them too narrow and unsatisfying. 

With standards for training so unstandardized, it is necessary to 
study each applicant and her professional history in relation to the 
job and the other members of the staff. Much can be gathered 
from personal interviews and articles she may have written. The 
letter addressed "To whom it may concern" is practically valueless 
because the applicant is familiar with its contents and the writer 
refrains from any but pleasant statements. Letters from friends 
are biased, but to some extent at least, we can judge a person by her 
friends. Former employers are fairly reliable, except that they fre
quently resent the loss of the worker and allow that to affect their 
judgment. One source which is rarely tapped is that of other 
workers in the former organization, whether assistants or associates. 
They will have had opportunity to judge such valuable qualities as 
fair-play, co-operation and open-mindedness. Some years ago one 
of our large insurance companies had a psychologist evolve an exam
ination for all applicants to test such characteristics as speed, 
accuracy, obedience, stick-to-it-iveness and others necessary to suc
cess in its field. Results superior to those from tests based on school 
studies justified this innovation. Could not something analogous be 
thought out for raising the level of social work and preventing 
failures? 

Executive work falls under t\vo main heads: 1-Planning and 
extending the work in general. 2-Detailed case work supervision. 
Few offices are too small for two executives, as each phase can more 
than fill the time of one person. Let us consider the field of the 
case supervisor. Although she should not be responsible for the 
employment of personnel, she should be consulted when workers 
are selected or discharged and her recommendations considered at 
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all times for she associates \Vith the workers and knows them. vVith
out encouraging tattling, she should imbue the staff with such loyalty 
that they will inform her when any of their number are hurting the 
organization, possibly unconsciously, on the outside. She should 
see that the workers keep well and do not overwork. It is for the 
director to insist upon a physical examination before accepting an 
applicant. Organizations are judged in a large measure by the 
well-being and contentment of the workers. 

Her first responsibility is the case records. She must know where 
they are and be sure that they are not lost or mislaid. She must 
read all entries carefully, giving helpful criticism whenever indicated, 
trying at all times to evolve the best form for recording facts. She 
must train the worker to fill the face sheet register with the social 
service exchange, write a clear, concise report, summarize the facts 
for diagnosis and outline the plan for treatment in each case where 
social treatment is to be given. It is for her to decide if a case is 
for long or short service and when it is to be closed. In hospital 
social and public health work she oversees clinic class instruction. 

As most of the work of the clerical force deals with case records, 
it is advisable for her to have control over them also. In fact, 
because she is in the office much of the time, it seems best that she 
should direct all with the exception of the private secretary of the 
director and possibly the bookkeeper. \~lith the idea of increasing 
the efficiency of each worker and the agency as a whole she should 
study forms as developed elsewhere and if feasible submit them, or 
m.odifications of them, to the director. She takes up cases referred 
directly to the office, assigning usually along two lines: First, geo
graphical, which is by district in the field, or by ward, clinic, or class 
in a hospital; and second, special, which may be under such captions as 
race, religion, nature of the trouble such as a special disease, employ
ment and many other lines which are constantly greeting us. She 
should see that no worker is carrying an unfairly large number of 
cases, even though zeal may make her loath to give up any. At 
times, for one reason or another, geographical districts become too 
heavy, which necessitates a pin map to be kept for a month or so to 
guide in redistricting. A visible index, although somewhat expensive, 
is a handy guide to the work being clone by each member of the staff. 

Reel tape, not so essential in the small office, saves much time, in 
the large organization unless one allows oneself to be bound by it. 
Before a new form is introduced it is always best to study its advan-
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tages and disadvantages and then submit it for suggestions to the 
staff, thus introducing a democratic spirit where the tendency is 
toward autocracy. The mere item of printing is to be considered 
nowadays besides the workers' time. The following seem essential 
however: two record forms, one for slight service which is the size 
of the index card and is filed in the index and a larger size for longer 
records; a daily report sheet showing name of case, where visit was 
made, service rendered and expense involved; a statistical month!) 
report form summarizing the daily sheet and giving details about new 
cases; a criticism form to be used by the case supervisor; daily 
itinerary of worker in cases where most of the day is spent away 
from the office and it may be necessary to locate quickly; agency 
cards with a space for the visitor's name; and a form to use with 
co-operating societies when advantageous. The supervisor summar
izes the monthly reports and writes the annual statistical report. h 
is her duty to see that the bulletin board is kept up-to-date, that the 
new books and pamphlets bearing on their work are secured and that 
the staff read them. She has the chance to detect the trend of the 
case work so that new lines may be opened and others closed if 
indicated. She should provide every worker with a typewritten 
copy of the rules governing the office. She arranges di::tation 
schedules and conference periods. 

In conjunction ·with the director, she should vvork out a plan for 
staff meetings where the workers may be trained through co:lsider
ation of the work of their organization and those with whom they 
co-operate. She has a splendid opportunity to develop initiative 
among her assistants by making them assume some of her responsi
bilities, such as the training of volunteers. One executive desiring 
to have an unpleasant task covered, submitted it to her group of 
workers who decided among themselves how and by whom it should 
be done. She is the natural representative of the agency in a case 
conference with outside societies. About once a month it is well for 
her to check up field work by visiting a certain number of clients 
chosen at random. In this connection it is well to remember that a 
live organization does not carry dead wood. Hence, each worker 
should be able to give a good reason why any case be kept open and 
no visit for a month should constitute a strong reason for closing. 
As the work increases in size an assistant who will attend to the 
administrative details should he added. Correspondence on cases 
must go over her desk. Opinions differ as to who should sign them. 
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In some law-enforcing agencies where the director is held responsible 
for the acts of her subordinates, it is customary to use ordinarily her 
signature only. 

After giving so much to the case supervisor, it does not seem 
possible that there is enough work left for a director. But there 
remain the community and Board of Directors. It is the duty of 
the head to determine the stand which the agency will take, both in 
cases involving points of professional ethics and those of community 
policy; and to make general rulings to that effect. To her will come 
those wishing to establish similar work elsewhere or those seeking 
advice to make their work more effective. Often her position 
demands personal membership in local and national organization, 
while she determines the advisability of the agency supporting 
various movements. ·She must direct the publicity work by speaking 
and writing along both technical and popular lines. This is one of 
her greatest responsibilities to the vvork and to others in the field. 
She must represent her agency in conferences of a non-case-work 
character, striving co!Lstantly for correlation and co-ordination with 
the rest. All the time she mnst be considering the new fields which 
may be cultivated. vVhen the case supervisor is checking up in the 
field, she should relieve her and thus keep in touch vYith that end of 
the work. In the same way the supervisor should understudy the 
director-part. Let her be generous, her staff true colleagues, and 
exemplifying co-operation at all times. 

Often the hardest job is the education of her Board of Directors. 
This is specially true if they have held office for many years. An 
advisory board of outside experts is always of assistance, but it is 
best that they have no connection with the executive body. A 
clearly drawn plan of the office personnel should be displayed in the 
office. This shmvs the field of each person and to whom each is 
responsible. Another plan may show future possibilities of the work 
with new departments, special \Yorkers and enlarged field. Business 
has taught us that authority and responsibility must never be divorced 
and that no worker should have more than one boss, a natural deduc
tion is that no executiYe should be guilty of interfering with or 
countermanding orders of subordinates to workers assigned to them. 

Last, but not least, comes finances. The director must account 
for money spent, must recommend for salary increases and office 
expenditures. It is for her to draw up the budget for each year. 
In some instances she is supposed to conduct the financial campaign. 
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She must reorganize the power of the purse and realize that those 
who pay the bills must be consulted about policies. As a last word 
always seek to keep your own field clear-cut as well as that of the 
least of your assistants. Do not encumber your agency with work 
you are not equipped to handle. Run your job, do not let it run you. 

NOTES FOR STAFF. 

1. INDIVIDUAL CARD INDEX FILE. 

Each worker must devise some plan of card indexing cases so as to shape 
up accurately a monthly report. The method used is immaterial but unless 
some system is followed considerable loss of time will occur at the end of the 
month. A simple device is to enter alphabetically all cards, giving case 
number, name and date of opening, with type of reference, source, diagnosis, 
number of patients and statement as to whether a case is of long, short or 
intensive service. Dates of home visits may be placed on the backs of long 
service case cards. As cases are closed they should be put at the back of 
the file to be removed at the end of the month. The reason for closing, with 
date, can be entered 111 red ink. Record of transfers to other workers must 
be kept also. 

2. DAILY RECORD SHEETS 

are extremely important, as monthly reports and summaries of work are 
based entirely upon them which makes accuracy imperative. Each morning 
the record of the previous day should be made out before worker starts 
vts1tmg. The monthly reports must coincide with the totals of the daily 
reports. A record of all cases as they are assigned will he kept by the 
Director who wi 11 try to adjust the quantity of case work so that no worker 
will carry more than fifty active cases. 

3. NEW CASES. 

Whenever it seems advisable and there is sufficient identification infor
mation an inquiry should be made at the Social Service Exchange and if the 
family is active with another organization no action should be taken vvilhout 
consulting them. All cases with few exceptions must be registered. If it is 
found later that the family is known to any agency either as a closed case 
or because the agency does not register, they should also be consulted before 
continuing work. 

4. STEERING CASES 

are referred to the Social Service Department by outside agencies for certain 
definite action, the information desired being covered largely by a blank 
carried by the patient to the doctor and returned later to the Social Service 
Department. In cases where the patient cannot pay for medicine and treat
ment, a statement to that effect must be written on a card of the agency. 
dated and signed by their representative. vVhen the patient returns with 
the diagnosis, etc., this information is given to the referring agency by letter 
or phone. \Vhen agents of other societies accompany their clients, the depart
ment does not steer them. Steering cases are not to be followed up except 
at request of other society. 
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5. TYPES OF CASES 

are: (1) short service, (2) long service, and (3) intensive. l-In general a 
case is short service where no home visits are made (such as steering cases) 
and the treatment can be placed on the back of a 3x5 card. It is filed in the 
alphabetical index. 2-A long service case is one involving home treatment 
hut which will require some time to correct health and social conditions. 
3-An intensive case is one in which concentrated effort is made to prevent 
an acute disease becoming chronic through social and hygenic treatment. 

6. RELIEF AND FREE CASES. 

The Social Service Department has no relief fund. If assistance is 
needed in a family for a long period, the case is turned over to the suitable 
relief society and the Social Service Department continues with the health 
problem at their request. If temporary aid only is needed, due entirely to 
illness, an attempt is made to meet the need in some other way. 

Occasionally the Hospital Administration Department requests the Social 
Service Department to make a financial investigation, but this is not our 
routine work. Application for free ward care or X-ray treatments or pictures 
must be made through the ward admission clerk, who refers them to the 
superintendent. 

Laboratory tests, salvarsan and glasses are never given free. 

7. TRANSFERS OF PATIE~TS 

to other hospitals or sanitoria or convalescent homes are often done through 
the Social Service Department. Special blanks are provided for this purpose 
and the workers are requested to be certain that the references are suitable 
and adjustments facilitated in every way possible for the patient's sake. 
Remember that it is to the interest of the department that we do not impose 
upcn these other agencies. 

8. RELATION TO HosPITAL. 

This department is organized to assist the medical department, helping 
in the diagnosis and treatment of the cases in the wards or clinics to facilitate 
a cure, if possible, and prevent a recurrence of the disease. No patients are 
to be assisted who are not being treated by the hospital. 

9. REPORTS 

on the social and medical treatment must be made back to the referrent as 
soon as some definite action has been taken with a final report when case is 
ready for closing. All re(]uests for reports on ward cases are referred to the 
superintendent for answer. Those requesting reports on dispensary cases 
must either accompany the patient or refer patient on his next visit to the 
Social Service Department, when it will be handled as a steering case. 
Workers from the Social Service Department are allowed to read records in 
the chart room and can copy any information, but this is to be considered as 
of a confidential nature and is not to be given to any other agency. Reports 
on Wassermanns are to be given out only with the written consent of the 
patient. Resumes of social histories are to be given according to a form 
letter. 
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10. RECORD CRITICISM. 

Cases will be automatically referred to the director who will read them 
and write criticisms and suggestions on a separate sheet and place it in 
record. These suggestions are to be followed unless it is obvious that the 
record has been misunderstood or something has happened to change the 
general situation since the last dictation. Cases for closing should be sub
mitted with reason for this action and the director will 0. K. or reverse the 
decision. 

11. RECORDS 

are not to be removed from the office. Closed records are filed numerically 
and active alphabetically. Workers will keep short service cards in their 
index file until they are closed and then file them in the alphabetical index. 
The face sheets are to be filled as fully as possible, writing the facts neatly 
and legibly. The address must be accurate and kept up to date. 

Records must be concise, but not so brief as to omit essential facts. 
Entries having no bearing on the health or social condition or treatment of 
the family should be omitted. Cultivate brevity, using simple terms when
ever possible and no slang except in quotations. Conditions must be described 
accurately-facts, not conclusions of generalities stated. 

Visualize the home, stressing number of rooms, the cleanliness and 
adequacy of sleeping arrangements, ventilation, sunlight, sanitation and food. 
Visualize each member of the household, giving special attention to present 
and previous health conditions, mental status, cleanliness of body and clothing, 
adequacy of clothing and evidences of any remediable social maladjustments. 
In other words, strive to give a word picture of the patient and his environ
ment. 

12. DICTATION. 

As all records (except social service cards) are typewritten, workers are 
given t\vo dictation periods ':o.'eekly of forty-five minutes each, according to 
schedule. These periods are to be kept unless an exchange can be made. 
Do not waste your time or that of the stenographer. In order to do this, 
have in mind before the period, what has already been transcribed in the 
record and have your own facts in order. Never state intentions: they waste 
space in record and will appear soon enough if carried out and if not the 
statement is ridiculous. The desk calendar or diary can be used for jotting 
down such intentions. 

A general form to follow in writing up cases is: !-Statement as to how 
the case was referred, stating name of referrent, his official position, diagnosis, 
if possible, and service desired. 2-Physical description of patient, hig 
objective psychological reactions and impression upon the worker, if patient 
is interviewed. 3-Resume of medical history, if such is available. 4-Home 
visit in which the place and household are described, so that the reader may 
picture all conditions having a bearing on the health problem. Remember 
that social records are permanent documents and the patient's future often 
depends upon the present assemblage of accurate details. 5-Visits to 
employers, schools, relatives, social agencies and others, when indicated, to 
secure sufficient background for intelligent treatment. A left hand margin 
of one inch can be utilized for these general headings. 
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At present summaries are optional with the workers. In many instances 
they are valuable, but the concensus of opinion in general seems to be that 
summaries rarely summarize and that the obscure fact usually overlooked 
may become the important feature later. It is sometimes well, however, in 
long cases to make a brief reviewing statement of what has already been done 
and the remaining outstanding problems. Histories are to be written up on 
but one side of the paper and are to be attached to the face sheet. Corre
spondence is also clipped together. As soon as possible after transcribing, 
workers should read over the last dictation to correct mistakes and omissions. 

13. CORRESPONDENCE. 

Workers are to manage all correspondence bearing directly on their cases, 
but all other correspondence is to be handled by the director, except that 
relating directly to the nutrition work, which is referred to the dietitian, or 
inquiries about medical histories which are referred to the superintendent. 
Correspondence pertaining to short service cases is put together serially in a 
letter file. Incoming letters are to he dated on receipt, and statement of their 
contents, as well as those sent, is to be given very briefly in the body of the 
record. 

14. Co-oPERATION 

is to he promoted by g1vmg preference, whenever possible, to cases referred 
by other agencies. Reports must be prompt and complete. In referring a 
case to others be certain that it is suitable for the agency and confirm later 
in writing, giving a brief history of our connection and the reasons for 
reference. When any of the staff are members of district committees or in 
any other way are asked to participate in the direction of other agencies, 
attendance to those duties are desired. 

When patients are to be sent to convalescent homes, it is our duty to see 
that their heads, bodies and clothing are clean. They should also have a 
change of clothing and car fare when necessary. The parents must under
stand the rules of the place in regard to visiting, letter writing, food, etc. If 
payment is according to their means, effort should be made for family to 
meet it to some extent, at least. 

15. GENERAL RULES FoR vVORKERS. 

Workers are expected to keep account of expenses in connection with 
their work, such as car fare, telephone messages, etc. These accounts arc to 
be given to the director on the first of each month and reimbursement will 
be made through the Accounting Department. Salaries are paid on the last 
day of the month. The day's work extends from 9 A. M. to 5 P . .:\I., with 
an hour for lunch. One-half day a week is given, but the office is not closed 
on Saturday afternoon. Vacations are to be on the basis of a day and a halt 
for each month of service. 

\Vhen the worker considers it more expedient to begin field work in the 
morning before reporting to the office, she should mention this the night 
before. Before starting visiting for the day, she should have her itinerary 
planned so that time \Vill not be wasted. In general, leave some statement 
of approximate time of return for phone messages and engagements. Keep 
in mind hours for clinics so that patients will not be given wrong information. 
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16. VoLUNTEERS 

are to state the hours which they will give to the work and will be expected 
to keep to their schedules, except in case of illness. When they are students, 
they are to keep an individual record of their daily work as well as the daily 
record sheet and monthly report required of all members of the staff. 

17. BuLLETIN BoARD AND STAFF MEETINGS. 

Information concerning details of the office and hospital will be placed 
on the bulletin board as well as notices of meetings, publications, etc., dealing 
with allied interests outside. This should be a vital part of the office and 
workers are urged not only to watch it, but add anything which they think 
may interest all. A weekly staff meeting for discussion of our work and 
allied interests will take place once weekly, the day and hour to be determined 
later. 

18. MONTHLY REPORTS 

giving a statistical statement of the work of each worker are to be completed 
before the fifth of the following month. Each case is to be visited at least 
once a month. Accuracy is very necessary here, as the annual report will be 
based upon them. 

19. DESK EQUIPMENT. 

Each worker will be supplied with the following articles : large desk pad, 
desk calendar, ink and pen, card index and box for active cases, daily report 
sheets, Social Service Department cards, small and large scratch pads, small 
blotters, pencils, a copy of staff notes, a pad of clinic report blanks, short 
service cards and face sheets. Street guides, charity directories and other 
publications are available for all. 
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TENTATIVE MONTHLY REPORT. 

SociAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT. 

(Other classifications and data should be added as the work develops) 
REPORT OF MONTH OF .......... 192 ... Worker ...... Status ..... . 

Active cases at first of month ..................... . 
New cases opened during month ................... . 
Old cases re-opened ................................ . 
Cases transferred to worker ........................ . 
Total cases handled during month .................. . 

Short service cases ............................. . 
Long service cases ............................. . 
Intensive ca&es ................................. . 
Open cases receiving no treatment .............. . 
New cases, action not yet started ................ . 

Cases transferred to other workers ................. . 
Cases closed ...................................... . 
Cases active at end of month ....................... . 

SOURCES OF NEVI" CASES 

Hospital-
Babies' Vv arcls .......................... . 
Staff Physicians ........................ . 
Staff Nurses ........................... . 
Administration Department ............ . 
Patient ................................ . 

Dispensary-
Cardiac Class ......................... . 
Nutrition Class ........................ . 
Staff Physicians ....................... . 
Clinic Secretaries ...................... . 
Clinic Nurses .......................... . 
Admission Department ................. . 
Patient ................................ . 

Outside Agencies-
C. 0. S ............................... . 
U. I-I. C .............................. . 
U. J. A. S ............................ . 
A. I. C. P ............................. . 
B. B. C ............................... . 
Je·wish Big Sisters ..................... ·I 
i\. R. C ........... ················· ... ,I 
Other Social Agencies ................. . 
Public Agencies ....................... . 

~Miscellaneous-

......................................... ! 

Total ...................................... J 
I 

I
I Short 
Service 

No. No. 
Patients 

Long I Intensive 
Service Cases 
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SERVICES DESIRED IN NEW CASES No. 

For Patient-

Advice ................................................. . 
Convalescent care ....................................... . 
Employtnent ............................................ . 
Relief .................................................. . 
Home instruction ...................................... . 
Home investigation ..................................... . 
Adjustment of home conditions .......................... . 
Temporary care for children ............................. . 
Permanent care for children ............................. . 
Class instruction ........................................ . 
N nrsing care ........................................... ·1 
Return to clinic ........................................ . 
Transfer to other institutions ........................... . 
Specialized social treatment ............................. . 

For J-1 ospital-
Financial investigation .................................. . 
Home visit to sick employees ............................ . 

For 9uts!'de Ayencies-
Steenng ............................................... . 
Follow-up .............................................. . 
Oversight of ward cases ................................ . 
Reports ................................................ . 
Cotnmunity \vork ....................................... . 

Miscellaneous-

Total 

REASONS FOR CLOSING CASES No. No. 
Patients 

Steering case o!lly ....................... · · · . · · · · · · · ·I 
Health and social problems solved .................. ·I 
Patient transferrerl. to other hospital or dispensary .. . 
Case referred to other agency ....................... . 
Patient lost (incorrect adciress, moved, etc.) ........ . 
Patient dieJ ...................................... . 
Further action impossible because of: I 

(a) Lack of co-operation by patient or family .. . 
(b) Shortage of workers ........................ , 

Total , ............................................. . 
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STATISTICS OF NEW PATIENTS 

RELIGION M. F. DIAGNOSIS. (General Type) M. F. 

Hebrew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anaemia ................... . 
Prostestant ............. · · · · · Malnutrition ............... . 
Roman Catholic · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Pulmonary Tuberculosis ... . 
Others ...................... . 
Unknown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pulmonary (non-tubercular). 

Total . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . Cardiac .................... . 
===:.-=-==========ii'==F=II Neurological ............... . 
OCCUPATION of PATIENT Eye ....................... . 
===:==========?===ir==ll Gynaecological ............. . 
Professional ................ . Surgical ................... . 
Skilled Labor ............... . Digestive .................. . 
Unskilled Labor ........... .. Nose and Throat ........... . 

Skin ...................... . 
Ear ....................... . 
Other Diseases ............. . 
No Diagnosis .............. . 

Housewife .................. . 
School Child ................ . 
No Occupation .............. . 
Unemployed ................ . 
Unknown ................... . 

Total ..................... . Total .................... . 

COUNTRY Nationality Nationality I . 
of Patient of Parents Alten From 

United States: 
White ........................... . 
Colored .......................... . 

Armenia ........................... . 
Austria ............................ . 
England ........................... . 
Germany ........................... . 
Hungary ........................... . 
Ireland ............................. . 
Italy ............................... . 
Poland ............................. . 
Roumania .......................... . 
Russia ............................. . 
Other Countries .................... . 
Unknown .......................... . 

Total 

AGE 
Sex 

M F 
Conjugal Condition 

s M W Div. Des. 

Under 1 year ............... . 
1 to 5 years .............. . 
5 to 10 years .............. . 

10 to 15 years .............. . 
15 to 20 years .............. . 
20 to 30 years .............. . 
30 to 50 years .............. . 
50 years and over ........... . 

Total .................... . 
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REGISTRATION No. 

Identified by S. S. E ............................................ . 
Unkno\vn to S. S. E ............................................. . 
Cases not registered ............................................. . 
Unregistered, but active with other .............................. . 

Total ....................................................... . 

DETAILED SUMMARY OF OFFICE AND FIELD ·woRK 

No. No. 
Office- Visits in Field-

By Patient ................. . Hotne .................... . 
Visits- School .................... . 

By Doctor ................. . Doctor ................... . 
By Social Worker .......... . 
By Others ................. . 

Social Agencies ........... . 
.Miscellaneous ............. . 

Hospital Visits-
Clinic ..................... . 
Ward ...................... · 

Person absent when called .... . 
Total field visits ............. . 

Chart Room .............. . Committee meetings ........ . 
Pho11e }..fessages- Total working days .......... . 

Incoming .................. . 
Outgoing .................. . 

Expense account, $ ......... . 

Letters-
Incoming .................. . 
Outgoing .................. . 

Total Office and Hospital Visits I 

TREATMENT 

No. 
Investigation ................. . 
Supervision .................. . 
Advice given ................ . 
Home instruction ............ . 
Conference with others ....... . 
Case referred to: 

Other clinic ............... . 
Dentist .................... . 
Other hospital or dispensary. 
Sanitarium ................ . 
Physician .................. . 
Nursing organization ...... ·I 
Convalescent home ......... ·1 
Milk station ............... . 
Employment agency ........ . 
Church .................... . 
Relief agency .............. . 
Public agency ............. . 
Administration department .. 
Miscellaneous .............. . 

Reports: 
Verbal .................... . 
Written ................... . 

Patients instructed in class .. . I 
No. 

Mothers instructed in class ... ! 
Patients sent to other hospitals 
Patients sent to homes for in-

curables .................. . 
Patients sent to tuberculosis 

sanitoriums ............... . 
Patients sent to convalescent 

hon1es .................... . 
Free ward treatment through 

Social Service Department .. 
Free X-ray treatment through 

Social Service Department .. 
Free X-ray pictures through 

Social Service Department .. 
Temporary care for children .. 
Permanent care for children .. 
Transfer of patient to other 

climate arranged .......... . 



THE FUNCTION OF THE SOCIAL WORKER 
IN THE HOSPITAL:t-

11. ANTOINETTE CANNON 

Supcr,visor of Field lVork 'in I-f ospital Social Work, 

N e'Zu York School of Social W or/,: 

In order to say what is the function of the social worker in a 
hospital we ought surely to have first a fairly clear idea of what 
social work is in itself. This is not so easy as it might be. It is a 
curious fact that a dozen persons may speak of "social work" and 
no two mean exactly the same thing. It is not so s: range that a 
definition is hard to find; all major systems of human activity require 
some thought in definition. Try to define off-hand law, medicine, 
business, or industry, and you will see what I mean. But in regard 
to social work the main issue is clouded by the historic fact that it 
has developed in association with other forms of activity, so that we 
are prone to associate it always with some other thing-with relief 
of the poor, with the work of the courts, with public health work, 
and more recently with the work of hospitals and of schools. 

It seems to me, nevertheless, that we can find a field of interest 
and a method that is common to all these variously associated forms 
of social 'vork. (I am speaking now of social case work, with indi
viduals, in distinction to social reform). The person with whom the 
social worker deals is always one who is doing something that is to 
the disadvantage of other people with whom he is associated. Social 
workers have used the term "social maladjustment" to describe the 
state of affairs in which they are specifically interested. 1\fore 
recently we have been given the more definite term '"malbehavior," 
which I think helps us still more. 

The founders of hospitals in the early days must have had in 
mind such conditions of social maladjustment and malbehavior as I 
have been speaking of, as well as the study and remedy of disease. 
Let me quote. for example, the petition for the charter of the 
Pennsylvania Hospital, the oldest hospital in the United States, made 
to the Colonial Assembly by Benjamin Franklin: 

':'Read before a joint meeting of Hospital Superintendents and Hospital 
Social \Yorkers, Philadelphia, Pa., April, 1921. 
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"THAT with the Numbers of People, the number of Luna ticks 
or Persons distempered in Mind and deprived of their rational 
Faculties, hath greatly encreased in this Province. 

"That some of them going at large are a Terror to their Neigh
bors, who are daily apprehensive of the Violences they may commit; 
And others are continually wasting their Substance, to the great 
Injury of themselves and Families, ill disposed Persons wickedly 
taking Advantage of their unhappy Condition, and drawing them 
into unreasonable Bargains, &c. 

"That few or none of them are so sensible of their Condition, as 
to submit voluntarily to the Treatment their respective Cases require, 
and therefore continue in the same deplorable State during their 
Lives; whereas it has been found, by the Experience of many Years, 
that above two-thirds of the mad people received into Bethlehem 
Hospital, and there treated properly, have been perfectly cured. 

"Your Petitioners beg leave farther to represent, that tho' the 
good laws of this Province have made many compassionate and 
charitable Provisions for the Relief of the Poor, yet something 
farther seems wanting in Favour of such, whose Poverty is made 
more miserable by the additional vVeight of a grievous Disease, from 
which they might easily be relieved, if they were not situated at too 
great a distance from regular Advice and Assistance; whereby many 
languish out their Lives, tortur'd perhaps with the Stone, devour'd 
by the Cancer, deprived of Sight by Cataracts, or gradually decaying 
by loathsome Distempers; who, if the Expense in the present manner 
of Nursing and Attending them separately when they come to Town 
were not so discouraging, might again. by the judicious Assistance 
of Physic and Surgery, be enabled to taste the Blessing of Health, 
and be made in a few Weeks, usefulJncmbers of the Commzwit:y, able 
to jJro'vide for themsel·ves and Families. (Italics mine). 

"The kind Care our Assemblies have heretofore taken for the 
Relief of the sick and distempered Strangers, by providing a Place 
for their Reception and Accommodation, leaves us no Room to doubt 
their showing an equal tender Concern for the Inhabitants. And we 
hope they will be of Opinion with us, that a small Provincial Hospital, 
erected and put under proper Regulations, in the Care of Persons to 
be appointed by this House, or otherwise, as they shall think meet, 
"vith Power to receive and apply the charitable Benefactions of good 
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People towards enlarging and supporting the same, and some other 
Provisions in a Law for the Purpose above mentioned, will be a good 
Work, acceptable to God and to all the good People they represent." 

I believe that such expressions as are used in this petition 
indicated that the community expected then, as I believe it still 
expects, that the hospital will not only give treatment to people 
suffering from disease but will also prevent distressing community 
conditions and influence the social behavior of the group to which it 
ministers. 

To illustrate a little more definitely what I mean by making a 
distinction between sickness as the concern of the physician and 
social behavior as the concern of the hospital, let us take a case of. 
for instance, appendicitis: the physician's special interest in his 
patient is in the pathological condition of his appendix, and the means 
by which conditions within the abdomen may be made to approach 
the normal; the social worker, on the other hand, is concerned with 
the fact that the patient instead of going to work each day, making 
some article (perhaps) useful to other people, and bringing home 
periodically a sum of money which he spends for the needs of his 
family, now lies groaning on his bed, and thereby causes his wife and 
children, his employers, his trades-people, his friends and neighbors 
more or less distress and inconvenience. Sickness which caused no 
disturbed social relationships and was the result of no contact with 
other people would interest a doctor but not a social worker. A man 
who was in perfect health, but behaved in such a way as to injure 
his "group," would be a proper subject for social work, though not 
for medicine. 

The social worker in any case of disturbed social relationship 
would proceed first to find out what were the causes of the "mal
adjustmenf' or ((tnalbehavior," whether physical or mental disease 
or defect, ignorance or lack of training, influence of bad environ
ment, or a combination of factors, and then to try to make a better 
social adjustment by altering the environmental factors and by teach
ing the patient to understand his trouble and to guide his own course 
of action. 

This is social case work as I understand it. The hospital social 
worker is of course interested in health, the probation officer is 
interested in the enforcement of law, the "visiting teacher" in edu
cation, but all are mainly concerned in the social or anti-social 
behavior of individuals. 
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If this is true, and if a hospital is primarily concerned with ques
tions of sickness and health and not with social relationships and 
social behavior, then why should a department of social work have 
any place in a hospital. I believe that there are two reasons why 
social and medical work ought to be practiced in connection with each 
other. First, health depends to a considerable extent upon behavior 
and environment; and second. behavior is very largely conditioned 
hy health and disease, as I have already indicated. A very orthodox 
physician recently called at my office to tell me in no uncertain terms 
that most sickness such as we saw in dispensaries was the result of 
''lac!~ of gumption)' and therefore no preventive measures could affect 
it. Another said in speaking of a discharged ward patient, "He had 
appendicitis in the appendix and now he has it in the head. You can 
cut out the appendix, but you can't do anything for appendicitis in 
the head." Now I respectfully submit that both these physicians 
were half right. Lack of gumption is bad for health-and bad health 
reduces the average person's gumption. The surgeon can remove the 
offending appendix-and the social worker aims to cure appendicitis 
in the head. The patient who leaves the hospital cured of an infec
tion but possessed of a habit of idleness and self-pity is a total loss 
to his community and the surgeon's skill is wasted, from the social 
point of view. 

There are three types of medical and surgical cases which have 
always a social significance. They are: 

1. Handicaps-

( a) Amputation, deformity. 
(b) Chronic heart, lung, etc., conditions. 
(c) .Mental and nervous conditions such as paralysis 

and epilepsy. 

2. Contagion-
Especially tuberculosis, syphilis, and gonorrhea. 

3. Neuroses-
Including all mental conditions between normal and 

insane or feeble-minded. 

A handicap always requires an adjustment, and many times it is 
an adjustment which the patient cannot make without help. 

Contagion always involves a possibility of harm to other people 
with whom the patient may be associated, and their protection 
depends upon his behavior. 
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A neurosis, or abnormal mental condition always requires the 
understanding of social history and usually requires also treatment 
by teaching and control of environment-the social method. Here 
the psychiatrist must direct and the social worker carry out his 
directions. Dr. Adler of the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute of 
Chicago, says that practically all the treatment he orders for the chil
dren under his care is social treatment. This seems to me an excellent 
illustration of the function of a social worker in a medical institution. 

There are, of course, many other things besides social diagnosis 
and social treatment which social workers do in and for hospitals. 
In fact I doubt if any hospital has ever established a Department of 
Social Work because it knew what social work was (or should be) 
and wanted that work built into the unit of its organization. Hos
pitals have employed social workers to manage their dispensaries, to 
admit their patients, to follow-up their medical and surgical cases, to 
collect their bills, and to protect them against abuse. All these things 
must be done, and ought certainly to be done by people who have a 
social point of view. They do not, however, constitute the essential 
function of a department of social work, and may be done by persons 
who are not necessarily trained social workers. 

The Department of Social Work is not the department of human
ity for the hospital. Social work is no more humane than is medical 
work, and the whole institution is an embodiment of the spirit of 
humanity. Neither is the department of social work a detective 
bureau, useful for investigating finances and preventing fraud. It is 
distinctly detrimental to any so-called social service department to 
be regarded in this light. The department should not be used as 
essentially a clerical staff, or as essentially an administrative machine 
of any sort. The administrative work of the hospital should not be 
done under the name of social work. 

I think it very well for the hospitals, through their executive 
officers, at this time to think seriously of the real function of the 
social worker in the hospital, and to decide to support and use depart
ments of social work if they do so decide, upon the basis of a clear 
understanding of the service which the social worker has to offer. 



PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK IN A 
FAMILY AGENCY :f. 

REBECCA H. BOYLE 

Supervisor of Case Work, Associated Charities, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

I am going to interpret the subject, Psychiatric Social vVork in a 
Family Agency to mean psychiatric social work in a particular family 
agency and to talk for a few minutes about the mental hygiene pro
gram of the Cincinnati Associated Charities. 

There are two channels through which an agency can help the 
community. One is direct education, arousing the community to an 
interest in its own welfare by furnishing a clear and concise state
ment of the conditions as its experience has shown them to exist, 
statistical reports for use in legislative procedure and publicity in 
support of local welfare programs. The other channel is through 
the agency's clientele, making better citizens, healthier, mentally and 
physically, and so industrially and economically. We are trying to 
help through both channels in our psychiatric department. We are 
endeavoring to show the relationship between psychopathic condi
tions and social maladjustments by analyzing our problems. Com
paratively few laymen realize what a large percentage of the people 
on the lists of social agencies, are suffering from mental ill-health. 
If this knowledge were more universal the demand for a State and 
city mental hygiene program would be too insistent to be ignored. 

In twenty-two per cent of our cases in 1920, the basic cause of 
distress was an unhealthy mental condition, so obvious as to be 
detected by an untrained worker. This percentage would undoubt
edly be raised to eighty per cent if we were to include the undiagnosed 
psychopathic individuals among our men out of employment, family 
deserters, small wage earners, poor housekeepers, the psychoneurotics 
having domestic difficulties, the juvenile behavior problems, the 
temperamental difficulties of a psychopathic nature, in the mal
adjusted foreigner, and other groups too numerous to mention. 

*Read before a Round Table on Psychiatric Social Work, Annual Meeting of 
the American Association of Hospital Social Workers, Milwaukee, Wis., 
June, 1921. 
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The community has been sufficiently interested in Cincinnati to 
finance our program from its inception and though there are many 
questions as to just why an associated charities should undertake 
this piece of work, the general attitude has been one of credulous 
interest, rather than disapproval. Our reasons for developing the 
psychiatric work were not at first clearly defined even in our own 
minds. The need had been expressed by a number of psychiatrists, 
neurologists, psychologists and social workers, and it was merely a 
matter of determining which agency could step into the breach. From 
the standpoint of dependency the preventive element was so dominant 
that it seemed logical for a dependency organization to undertake the 
task, particularly an agency whose policy it has always been to stress 
preventive measures. We had entre into many homes in the city 
and the opportunity was great to find incipient cases which would 
not seek professional advice because of ignorance of the significance 
of their symptoms. Our workers knew the community resources 
and how to secure the fullest service for this class which is peculiarly 
incapable of utilizing them without guidance. And finally, our 
workers themselves needed the psychiatric viewpoint in all of their 
work. They needed to specialize in the study of personality, to 
appreciate more fully the necessity of understanding the funda
mentals underlying human conduct, to modify their technique with 
human understanding. 

Our mental hygiene program is very similar to that suggested by 
Dr. Fernald.1 We have a file of the mentally diseased and defective 
among our clients. The card gives the family group, the way the 
case came to our attention, the diagnosis and by whom made, and the 
names of other agencies in the city having records of these individ
uals. This file is confidential but very often has proven of value to 
workers in other agencies and of inestimable value to ourselves. 
From the standpoint of source, there are two general classifications. 
Those referred to us by a physician or psychologist and those coming 
of their own volition. The latter group is for the most part, 
undiagnosed when received. Our first step is to get a full medical 
report from the attending physician for those suffering from mental 
disease and the plan for social treatment is determined only after 
conference with the doctor. With mental defectives the recom
mendation of the psychologist, coupled with the physical findings, 
influences the action. In cases from both sources 've use the family 
as the unit as much as possible. I believe that in this way we are 
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more fair to all concerned than we might be if we concentrated on 
the problems of one individual within the group, viewing the situation 
from his standpoint only. We find many times that the problem 
is not merely the adjustment of the environment to the mentally 
ill individual nor the patient to the environment but that there are 
opportunities with other members of the family for service in no 
direct way connected with the health of the patient himself. In this 
way, too, we establish a relationship which is a firm basis for further 
social treatment. We are able to persuade the wife of a paroled 
patient from the insane hospital to institutionalize her imbecile child 
after we have proved our genuine interest in the welfare of all the 
children. In arranging recreational activities for the children, we 
find the little misfit in the family scheme, the child with neuropathic 
tendencies, who so often is ignored because she gives no trouble. 
We can act as the connecting link between the client and the special
ist, whether in medicine, law or social endeavor. vVe are able to 
give the specialist pertinent facts which facilitate diagnosis and 
relieve the patient of the burden of retelling much of her story. 
More important, we can interpret for the patient the advice of the 
specialist as well as aiding him in following it, as we have learned 
through contact with the family to speak their language. vV e realize 
the dangers in this proceeding and it is only after personal conference 
with the doctors that we attempt to do it. Our clients have not been 
educated to the idea of specialization and there is doubt in my mind 
whether they ever will be, however, the psychiatric social worker has 
an opportunity to assist in this form of adjustment. 

The sources from which we receive most of our diagnosed 
patients are: the County Insane Hospital, the Neurological Clinic of 
the Out-Patient Dispensary, and the General Hospital. We have 
the supervision of the patients on trial visit from the Insane Hospital 
of Hamilton County. As the institution only accepts residents of 
the county these patients all live within a limited radius, so are com
paratively easy of access. Up to the time we entered the field they 
had no assistance in re-accommodating themselves to the complex 
life outside of the institution. Only too frequently they returned to 
the same conditions under which they broke, and with which they 
\vere even less able to cope because of the lowering of their mental 
capacity by the sheltered hospital life which they had recently led. 
From May to December, 1920, we handled one hundred and forty 
paroled cases, making the physical adjustments in the home necessi-
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tated by the return of the patient, and endeavored to make mental 
adjustments both in the environment and within the patient. We 
cannot point to many glaring successes in the latter effort, though 
I believe we have been able in instances to change the attitude of the 
family toward the patient and in a number of cases have been success
ful in securing congenial employment with attendant improvement in 
the mental condition. For the placement of these men and women 
we use our own handicap employment bureau. This is a decided 
advantage as the contact is closer between the doctor and the place
ment officer than it would ordinarily be. The greatest achievement, 
however, in this parole work is not the service to the individual 
patient but the change in the attitude of the general public to the 
institution. We are helping to break down the existing prejudice 
against the institution by emphasizing the hospital aspect and the 
value of hospitalization for certain types of diseases. In the large 
majority of cases there is a very friendly feeling between the worker 
who represents the doctor and the patient himself. Not infrequently 
the patients remark : "How nice of Dr. North to be interested in how 
I am getting along." The worker also has an opportunity to foster 
in the community an attitude toward mental disease that will tend 
to encourage treatment in the early stages. The question naturally 
arises : shouldn)t this work be done by a parole officer or social worker 
em .. ployed by the State? There is no question that a hospital housing 
at the present time sixteen hundred and forty patients should have 
at least one social worker and we are hoping to show the value of 
such a worker, both financially to the taxpayer who supports the 
institution and the value from the humane standpoint to the patient. 

We have a trained social worker in attendance at the Neurological 
Clinic of the City Out-Patient Dispensary. Her duties coincide with 
the usual duties of the clinic psychiatric worker except that the cases 
requiring social treatment in the home are referred to her assistants. 
From :May to December, 1920, two hundred and eighty-seven patients 
attended the clinic. One hundred and forty-three of these required 
social service, sixty-eight receiving intensive service, such as securing 
employment, establishing of residence in other cities and furnishing 
transportation, economic assistance, arrangements for institutional 
care, reference to appropriate agencies, as well as regular case 
treatment in the home. In these service cases our hardest task is in 
the placing in industry of the epileptic. We are planning in our 
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Handicap Placement Bureau to survey the industries for positions 
for this type of handicap and we hope to be able to arouse more 
interest in the community in this social problem. 

Not infrequently the patients from the clinic are sent to the 
General Hospital under whose roof the clinic is housed. Our worker 
then follows the case through the hospital, having free access to the 
hospital record and in many instances follows the patient into the 
home upon discharge. A list of the names, addresses, diagnoses and 
disposition of all patients on this service is given to the worker 
weekly by the social service department of the hospital and those 
cases which would profit from after-care are visited and encouraged 
to attend the clinic. In this way we complete the follow-up program 
which in too many cases becomes a circle-the clinic, hospital, insane 
hospital, trial visit, temporary adjustment to society and back to the 
clinic. 

Our program for the mental defectives is still in the making. 
We are just taking over the supervision of the feeble-minded girl 
entering industry. These are referred to us by the Vocational 
Department of the Board of Education, of which :Mrs. Helen Wooley 
has, until recently, been the executive. 

There are many opportunities for improvement in our present 
program, as well as possibilities of indefinite expansion, but neither 
time nor good psychology will permit me to recount them. Our 
aspirations are high and only the future will show whether they are 
ever attained. I think, however, I can safely say that our work has 
shown a definite need for a mental hygiene program in the local 
community and also the advisability of developing a psychiatric 
department in a family case working agency. 

1Fernald, \Valter E. "A State Program for the Care of the Mentally Defec
tive." Mental Hygiene, 1919, III, 566. 



PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK IN A 
GENERAL HOSPITAL~ 

SARAH EVARTS 

Social T¥ orkerJ Neurological Clinic} AI assaclmsetts 

General Hospital 

I believe any one who has done psychiatric social work in a 
general hospital feels that there are certain special duties and privi
leges that do not present themselves to one who is working in a 
hospital for purely mental cases. After three years' experience of 
psychiatric social work in a general hospital I feel that these duties 
and privileges are a distinct stimulus to good work. 

There is a considerable amount of work done in a general hospital 
which goes under the heading of social work, but which in reality 
can hardly be dignified by that name. The arranging for a patient's 
institutional or convalescent care can be a very cut and dried affair 
and why should it be more we can very easily say. This patient is 
tired and needs convalescent care, this other one has tuberculosis and 
the obvious place for him is a sanitorium; the families are well at 
home and able to get along financially without them. \Vhy delve 
deeper? says the anti-psychiatric worker, (who by the way, I believe, 
has many real things to complain of in the psychiatric worker), this 
probing of human souls is a dangerous thing, etc. The psychiatric 
worker's answer to this I believe to be the keynote of her message 
in a general hospital Only so far as you have treated this man as 
a whole-body, soul and spirit, (other words for the same thing can 
easily he found in books on psychiatry and psychology) have you 
given this man a lift on the road to real health. Have we any idea 
of what this man's attitude is toward this sickness that he has just 
heard that he has acquired? Do we know if this woman, who has 
been recommended for convalescent care, has even the faintest idea 
of the proper mental attitude to employ to get the greatest benefit 
out of her vacation? Of course there is nothing new about all this 
-many social workers who never heard the word psychiatry, have 
thought on these matters and in consequence have gotten surprising 

*Read before a Round Table on Psychiatric Social Work, Annual Meeting of 
the American Association of Hospital Social vVorkers, .Milwaukee, \Vi~., 
J lli1C, 1921. 
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results in their \vork. However, I believe that it is one of the easiest 
possible things to let these ideas slip into the background when one 
is dealing daily with stomachs, lungs, etc. \Ve become like the 
specialist physician and see only the patient's diseased organ. It 
seems to me that it is primarily the psychiatric social worker's job to 
see that this sort of thing does not happen in a hospital social service 
department, for in her clinic the disastrous results of faulty mental 
hygiene in the last stages are continually being kept in her conscious
ness. 

I have found that clinic workers and workers from other agencies 
come to the psychiatrist asking for a mental examination on their 
patients and expect it to be completed in one short interview. They 
often have no more reason for asking for the examination than that 
the patient acts {'queer." It is often very difficult to get across to 
one of these workers that such examinations largely depend upon the 
social worker's accurate study of the patient and his environment. 
'Io some workers, I believe, psychiatry, psychiatric social workers, 
and everything connected with them, is clothed in a mysterious veil. 
If the psychiatric social worker in a general hospital can draw aside 
this veil and show to the other workers that psychiatric social work 
is simply nothing more than the study of human beings and their 
problems, and the working out of them by logical and common sense 
methods and not a modern form of magic, she will help to put red 
blood into a group of people who cannot afford to be without it. 
To obtain this result we must for one thing avoid the psychiatrist's 
jargon as much as possible. 

I have now come to the privileges of the psychiatric worker in a 
general hospital. They are very obvious, but most important. To 
have all physical handicaps removed, as far as possible, by experts 
who are right at hand is a tremendous convenience. It is a real 
education for a visionary psychiatric worker to see how some times 
a proper fitting corset and the right diet can quite transform a thin, 
nervous woman. Also how glasses or the removal of tonsils can 
largely help to make over a delinquent boy or girl. 

I hope that some day in the future all mental cases will be treated 
in a general hospital so that the stigma of mental disease may be 
removed and that physicians and social workers of all specialties may 
be brought into closer working relations. It seems to me that it is 
only in this way that we can hope to see the whole man and establish 
some basis for preventive medical and social work. 



PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK IN THE 
AMERICAN RED CROSS~ 

HELEN ANDERSON YOUNG 

Assista1lf, Bureau of A1 edical Social Senrice, National 
Headquarters, American Red Cross 

In speaking of psychiatric social work in the American Red 
Cross, I shall necessarily limit myself to the psychiatric social service 
offered to ex-service men and shall not include any enterprises in 
psychiatric social work undertaken for other classes of patients by 
certain Red Cross Chapters. I assume that you all know that the 
Red Cross has been designated by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance 
and United States Public Health Service, as the organ of medical 
social service in all its hospitals and district offices. We have certain 
differences from any department which will be discussed this after
noon, first in the selectedness of the group of patients from men of 
military age (women nurses being so infrequent patients, as to be 
negligible statistically) and second in the magnitude of problem in 
numbers and in geographical source. 

In a Public Health Service Hospital or in a Bureau of War Risk 
Insurance District Office the Red Cross psychiatric social worker's 
aim is well-rounded case work. The location of the hospital, the 
facilities of the Red Cross Chapters in the patient's home, determine 
how much of the complete case work job is done physically by the 
worker, but she is responsible for the complete adjustment of the 
patient in the future. Visits are made and relatives and friends 
interviewed at the hospital. Several of the larger chapters have 
psychiatric social workers so that a technical history and full responsi
bility for after-care may be turned over to such workers. But in 
the majority of cases the Red Cross psychiatric worker has a larger, 
broader responsibility than to care for the patient's needs in the 
hospital and to interpret the social factors to his physician. In mind 
always is the re-establishment to normal life and to this end, the 
recognized methods of case work must be pursued-history and an 
interpretation of the medical findings and their relation to the social 
life of the patient for the past and future. 

*Read before a round table meeting at the Annual Meeting of the American 
Association of Hospital Social Workers, l\Iilwaukee, June, 1921. 
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Considering that much of this must necessarily be done through 
a Red Cross representative in a small town or rural district, the 
exactness and the expertness of the case worker are constantly taxed. 
Most people find it simpler to do themselves a job in which they are 
proficient than to direct an unproficient worker wisely and effectively, 
so as to attain results of even modest merit. We have many trained 
social workers in our Red Cross Chapters, but by the greatest major
ity the significance of mental qualities and personal conduct is little 
understood, or even misunderstood. Under these conditions, corre
spondence becomes not only an art but a study. The worker must 
study the training, experience, and temperament of the recipient of 
her letter, in order that she may arouse an interest in the patient (no 
form letter has ever inspired enthusiasm or spur to best response) 
and sustain this interest through what may prove to be a long and 
exacting correspondence on the matter of history alone. She must 
know the type of locality in which the patient resides; a New England 
town being different in its prejudices and in its opportunities from 
a Montana ranch (despite the universality claimed for ''Main 
Street"). 

An analysis of the case with a view to social treatment, expressed 
in the most practical and most explicit recommendations ·with sound 
underlying principles is the task of the psychiatric social worker who 
interprets the patient to his home people, whether she does it through 
another worker or \vhether she does it herself. The opportunity 
for influence along mental hygiene lines open to a worker, who has 
patients in her care from farm and town and city, is limited only by 
the boundaries of the United States and by her own intelligent appli
cation of the locality's resources to the case and the case's relation 
to the big subject. 

Take a small middle western town which never heard of the fine 
distinctions of mental disease, viewing a person either as a lunatic or 
as sane. One of our patients grew up in such a town, a musical, 
temperamental type, bright and clever, but never popular, nor ''of 
the crowd." After overseas service he suffered an acute depressed 
phase of manic-depressive insanity and went home to rest and to 
recover. The town looked upon him as a "loafer,'' a '"sponger" 
waiting for his government compensation and the sheriff was "laying 
for him.'' To set broadcast the fact of this man's mental disease 
would be a state for him worse than the first. To a group of mental 
hygienists, I do not need to point out the opportunity here as in every 
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home town of every one of the fifty thousand neuro-psychiatric 
patients to be cared for by government agencies. We appreciate as 
you do doubtless, that the great number of patients-fifty to seventy
five thousand-imposes physical limitations to our work when we 
necessarily operate under a limited budget and with a limited number 
of trained psychiatric social workers. 

Another phase of psychiatric work in the Reel Cross, is the 
survey of patients being cared for in contract hospitals, largely state 
hospitals for the insane. The Red Cross worker often brings the 
hospital physicians their first contact with trained social workers 
and by her service to the government patients demonstrates the need 
of her work. A survey worker has access to many hospitals which 
for years and years have been indifferent or impervious to the social 
needs of their patients. 

I have not gone into the executive nor the special government 
paper duties, falling upon all Red Cross workers. Due to the scarcity 
of psychiatric social workers, in many hospitals and offices they are 
being freed from this for the more technical work for which they are 
specially trained. Nor have I been able to go into the details of 
how we accomplish this tremendous task. The day's work is not 
without thought and plan and the general principles of correspon
dence, card devices on correspondents, districts, types of patients 
handled by any one chapter, and the kinds of social advice in their 
relation to psychiatric symptoms and diagnosis are all being recorded 
and studied by some with the idea of formulating principles and 
methods useful for all workers. 

What may he lost in detail concerning the individual patient, by 
the long range case work, is gained many times over in the new 
understanding by many of all mentally sick. So that, instead of the 
four walls of the Public Health Service Hospital, the psychiatric 
social worker in the American Red Cross sees a case work job of the 
most exacting nature with an unlimited opportunity for broad mental 
hygiene education. 



DEPARTMENT OF DIETETICS 

ELEANOR WELLS, Editor 

TEACHING DIETITIAN IN PUBLIC HEALTH WORK~ 

FAIRFAX T. PROUDFIT 

U11iversity of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 

Several years ago the need of someone to look after the nutrition 
work in the out-patient department of the hospital was brought so 
forcibly to my attention that, although my regular work has always 
been, and still is, the teaching of dietetics to nurses, I began to 
prepare myself for this additional work. I felt that my close 
contact with the nurses in training, my classes of public health 
nurses, and the work I could do in the dispensary, would give me 
an opportunity not only to make the course in dietetics more inter
esting to the pupil-nurse while she was in training, but would also 
prepare her to enter the field of public health nursing, if she so 
desired, with a better knowledge of the various nutrition problems 
of the poor than she would otherwise be able to obtain. 

It was proved to my satisfaction that the instructor in dietetics 
at the hospital was the logical one to undertake the teaching of 
dietetics in the out-patient department, provided she did not under
take too many classes in the hospital. First, because she would then 
have the opportunity of gaining a keener insight into the needs of 
the patient before he became a ward in the hospital, and would 
thereby be in a position to give more intelligent instruction to the 
care of such cases. And second, because concrete examples leave 
a more lasting impression than mere spoken words. Thus a lecture 
on a certain nutritional disease may become a definite thing in the 
mind of the student if she sees it illustrated in the person of her 
own ward patient. So, although I have this particular point of view, 
I do not mean to suggest that none other than the teaching dietitian 
is fitted for, or should aspire to, the post of public health dietitian, 
but I do believe that in her the dispensary will find a willing and 
most interested worker. This field is so extensive and its interests 

*Read before Annual Meeting American Dietetics Association, New York, 
October, 1920. 
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are so varied, that one can see at a glance ,,-hat wonderful oppor
ttt~1itics 1t otiers to the highly specialized nutrition \Vorker whose 
training- makes it possible for her to select an yonc of a half a dozen 
or more branches o ( work, any of which would repay her for her 
efforts. 

\V e are a11 more or less familiar \vith the \VOrk done by the 
charity organizations, and by the workmen in the nutrition depart
ment of hospitals. \Ve have seen the visiting housekeeper, the social 
service worker, and the hospital dietitian carrying out her daily round 
of duties. From the c2.reful observation of these 'vvorkers the lack 
of unity and correlation betvveen their closely allied subjects \vas 
discovered. 

Each v,·as doing good work, fine in itself, but vvithout relation 
to the \:vork of the other. All were travelling over a separate and 
distinct road, which never joined that of the other, consequently 
much Yah:able effort \vas lost. It was like a broken telephone wire 
which expends its force in the air instead of passing over one 
unbroken line to a definite point \\'here it can be utilized to the best 
advantage. 

Let us look backward for a moment and watch the bt1ilding of a 
new position. the tying up of the loose ends, the bridging of the 
gaps which yawned between the work of the visiting housekeeper, 
the social ~ervice worker, and the hospital dietitian, and the creation 
of a hranch of dietetics which repre:~ents a unity of interests, a 
specialized training, and a definite effort to make the world better 
for its hcing. 

First, consider tllC factors v-v·hich lead up to the growing need 
for the creation of such a posi~ion as that of public health or social 
service dietitian. Charity organization societies recognized many years 
ago the need for some specific action on their part to teach the 
ways of right liYing to the poor and ignorant of the community, in 
order that they might be a benefit instead of a menace, which they 
undoubtedly \\'auld be if left to their own devices. Vast numbers 
of immigrants were landing on our shores, whose knowledge as to 
the manners and customs, to say nothing of the lav•:s, of the alien 
country were totally lacking. In the beginning, so long as these 
people did not stand in need of medical or material aid from the 
various organizations, they were left to find themselves. Each 
nationality naturally endeavored to settle where others of its race 
could be found, believing they could learn throngh them the vvays 
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of the newly adopted country. Unfortunately they found their 
neighbors in many cases, as ignorant as themselves, and in following 
the line of least resistance adopted bad customs without even being 
aware they were bad. 

'The charity organization societies met a part of this need by 
sending out a visiting housekeeper, whose duty it was to show the 
\vomen how to buy the foods that were cheap and good, instead of 
those whose virtue lay only in their cheapness. She \Vas primarily 
a cooking teacher, not a dietitian. She went into the homes of the 
poor and ignorant to teach them hovv to prepare American foods in 
American ways. Unfortunately the teacher and those whom she 
was instructing did not understand one another. The difference in 
language often formed an almost unsurmountable barrier. 

Frequently, through her ignorance of their manners and customs, 
she attacked old racial customs and disregarded religious scruples 
which meant the very sum and substance of life to them. \Nhat 
wonder, then, that she often created an antagonistic feeling against 
any other worker coming into the homes, a feeling which not only 
made her work harder, but has left a legacy of distrust which has 
been and still is difficult to overcome. 

Another even more vital problem, that of finances. confronted this 
early worker. The wages of the breadwinner bad to he made to 
cover the expenditures. In families where there were a number of 
children, with small weekly wages, or where there was more or less 
sickness, this was manifestly impossible. 'The mother, the one 
whose business it was to spend the food dol1ar, did her best to nuke 
it go as far as possible. As a consequence she bought food that vvas 
filling, rather than that which was nourishing. The visiting bouse
keeper could do little to change things because she herself had not 
received the training which would make it possible for her to help 
that mother to spend that food dollar advantageously, not only from 
a standpoint of economy, but likewise from a standpoint of health. 

The third factor showing need of adjustment was that of health. 
There is not a city in the country whose health department and 
charity organizations have not been confronted with the difi1culty 
of looking after those physical disturbances which not only affect 
the individual sufferer, but likewise menace the lives of those about 
him. This is particularly true with the tuberculosis patient. 

The visiting housekeeper could teach the mother of the family 
how to cook, provided the family was in normal health, but she 
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could not handle the health problem any more than could the social 
service worker. Neither her training nor that of the visiting nurse 
provided for the recognition of symptoms arising from errors in 
diet, or disturbances caused by a lack of certain food elements. 
Hence their responsibilities ended when they had advised the patient 
to go to a hospital, and having accomplished this much, he passed out 
of her hands into those of the hospital officials, one of whom was 
the dietitian. 

Now keep in mind that the dietitian knew nothing of the patient 
until she met him in the ward; she had no previous knowledge of 
his circumstances, or the causes which led up to his need of hospital 
treatment. She had neither time nor opportunity for such investi
gations; her duty was to provide him with the special diet ordered 
by the physicians in charge. 

But what of the patient? What was to prevent him from return
ing to his old mode of living, or taking up his old habits of eating, 
which were possibly to blame for his original disturbance? Some
thing was obviously lacking, and some system of observation needed 
whereby such cases might be followed up; but, as the old proverb 
says, "What is every man's business is no man's business." Many 
a name was added to the long list of so-called ''repeaters" which need 
never have been recorded a second time. 

Thus it was made evident that someone was needed who, by 
reason of her special training, could act as a bridge connecting the 
in-patient and out-patient departments of hospitals and social service 
fields; one who would function in each and yet essentially belong 
to all. It is easy to see the importance of this position, and how 
difficult it would be to fill; but the situation has been met, and today . 
it is the public health dietitian who assumes the responsibility of 
tying up loose ends and bridging the gaps which lie between these 
closely allied, but heretofore widely divergent departments. 

That such a combination of diversified work calls for special 
training is obvious. The individual assuming such a position will 
need not only her regular course in dietetics but a course in social 
service as well. It means going into training as a social service 
worker under the auspices of a well-organized and progressive phil
anthropic organization, and entails a certain period spent in a hos
pital, possibly as a pupil dietitian, in case she has not already served 
a term in such an institution. And finally, it means the serving an 
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apprenticeship in the out-patient department of a large hospital, in 
order that she may become familiar with many phases of the subject 
which cannot possibly be obtained elsewhere. 

Since the waiting is for a chance to show her ability, and to prove 
herself indispensible to those whom she is endeavoring to assist, the 
fact that watchful vvaiting is part of the game makes it all the more 
interesting. In order to do this, her training must bring her in 
contact with the people who come to the dispensary for treatment. 
She must win the right to advise before attempting to do so; she 
must familiarize herself with their many problems, and by gaining 
their confidence be in a position to help solve them. 

\Vhen she finally reaches the portals of the dispensary, she will 
have become familiar with her people and be able to make clear 
many things which have in the past formed an almost impenetrable 
barrier between them and their necessary relief. Here in the dispens
ary her duties become more numerous and more concrete in form. 
She learns to weigh and measure patients, to take histories and to 
compute dietaries. She also learns to keep the weight charts, and 
by observing the dietitian at work, learns how to give the instruction 
which forms such an important and inevitable part of her daily 
duties. 

Here, too, she attends the metabolic clinics, and watches the 
various tests being tried. She sees that the dietitian receives her 
directions from the examining physician, and afterwards goes with 
her into the home of the patient and watches her instruct that patient 
-or the mother of the patient-how to carry out the physician's 
orders correctly. 

I will not attempt to say anything in regard to the training of 
the social service dietitian. The work in dispensaries is so vital, 
and the opportunities so limitless, that I will try to give some infor
mation in regard to it. The work in tbe out-patient department, 
like that of the in-patient department of the hospital, deals neces
sarily with the abnormal rather than the normal individual, but it 
is the part of the dietitian at work there to institute measures which 
will not onJy bring relief to the sufferer in question, but will also 
prevent a repetition of his troubles, and protect the remainder of the 
family from the results of careless or ignorant disregard of the laws 
of right living. In the beginning it is well for the dietitian to keep 
in mind the recent creation of her position, and the fact that she 
herself is consequently more or less on trial. She must not expect 
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to have everything her own way at first, nor to be consulted as often 
as she may feel is her due. She will frequently find conditions sadly 
in need of reformation and be tempted to upset everything in order 
to improve them. Unless she wishes to jeopardize her future use
fulness in the dispensary she must be willing to "make haste slowly'' 
and to bring about the necessary changes gradually. 

To those who are not familiar with the inner workings of the 
out-patient department of a hospital, and of the nutrition work in 
particular, it may be of interest to hear how the duties of the 
dietitian are arranged. There are three main divisions of work: 
consulting dietetics, clinical dietetics, and visiting dietetics. There 
is more or less clerical work connected with each. Much of this 
may be clone Ly an assistant, but it is not wise to leave in the hands 
of an untrained worker the taking of the original history, since it is 
essential to be able to put the necessary questions in such a way as 
to gain all possible light upon the health and habits of the patient, 
in order to do him any material good in the clinic. 

The majority of the patients coming to the nutrition clinic for 
treatment and advice are sent in by one of the physicians in another 
part of the dispensary, but some come in on the advice of a friend 
\vho has been there before him, and has sung the praises of the 
place. 

A thorough physical examination is required in each case. It 
may be that the patient requires surgical or dental attention in order 
that he may be free to gain in weight and health, it may be that his 
dietary habits are badly in need of changing, but whatever the 
results of the examination and tests, the findings and diagnosis of 
the physician are sent to the dietitian, who adds them to the record. 

In the course of the examinations made in the nutrition and 
metabolic clinics, the dietitian endeavors to get as clear a picture of 
the life and home surroundings of her patient as possible; that is, 
she finds out how many there are in the family, how many rooms 
they occupy, whether these rooms are light or dark. She inquires 
into the kind of food they are in the habit of eating, and how often 
and regular are the meals. She makes an effort to find how much 
sleep the children get in twenty-four hours, and whether they drink 
tea or coffee. This examination is supplemented by a visit to the 
home, where she checks up the history of the patient by her own 
keen observation ; in fact, it is the close attention to minor details 
which enables her to assist in the solving of the patient's problems. 
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After the examination of the patient in the clinic is completed~ 
he is weighed and measured, and given such preliminary instruction:-= 
as to \Vhat he shall eat, as is possible with the amount of data obtain
able in so short a period of observation. He is told to return on a 
certain day and is then placed in the class where he can receive the 
instruction to cover his particular needs. He is not discharged from 
the dispensary until he has recovered from the disturbance which 
first hrought him to the clinic and until his weight curve passes over 
the top of his normal weight line. 

Probably the most interesting part of the work in the dispensary 
to the dietitian, is found in the nutrition clinic. Here she comes in 
contact with the various types of patients, undenveight and mal
nourished, some old and some young, some optimistic about them
selves, and others despondent. Here she finds the ones who are 
willing to work for their health, and those who are not. I had an 
experience with the latter type when I first went into public health 
dietetics. The doctor had sent in a woman from the medical clinic 
with a card saying, {(Feed her up, she is to be operated 011 as so:Jn 
as she can stand it," and I, wanting to establish friendly relations, 
smiled upon her and said. "Good ,mor11ing, hmu ar:: you foda_v?" 
She fairly screamed at me, (<TVhat do }'Olt ask me that for----.v:l:t're 
the doctor, ain't you, you ought' er know.'' But it's all in the (hy's 
work; even this patient became amenable to reason as she found 
herself improving. 

In the nutrition clinic, or "lVhat 1 Eat Class,'' as l\Ii3s \Vood 
calls it, in the Boston Dispensary, the dietitian has an opp~)rtnnity 
for individual work impossible to find elsewhere. She makes her 
own plans and carries out her individual ideas. She divi<les her 
patients into groups or classes. There are some classes for adults 
and some for children, and I may add that in the latter the dietitian 
finds solace for the frequent discouragements which arc ineyitable 
in the work with older patients. The directing of children along the 
pathway to health is indeed a privilege, and the puhlic health dietitian 
cannot but realize her responsibilities when she sees the eager little 
faces before her. 

vVhen she goes into the homes and assists the mother in making 
the sick one well and the well ones more comfortable, she finds many 
a chance to suggest changes and reforms in their mode of living. 
She can demonstrate the valne of spending the food dolJar in a way 
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to get the maximum returns for the money, and in many ways show 
herself worthy of the trust which they, in time, will give her. I will 
not dvvell upon this phase of the subject, but will say that a most 
serious part of the work of the public health dietitian, is this spend
ing of the food dollar wisely. when one realizes that no mother will 
fail to economize on the family table when the rent is due or 
Johnnie's feet are on the ground. 

Several years ago I was asked by the Associated Charities of 
l\!Iemphis to join their staff as a consulting dietitian. I was to give 
instruction to the trained social workers in the best method of 
improving the health of the families under their charge, through a 
supervision of the family budget. Besides weekly conferences, 
twice each month I talked to them on the health problen:s which 
confronted them in aln:ost every family, and the other clays I dis
cussed definite cases. There were colored as well as white workers 
in the class, for the problems of the colored families were in need 
of even greater attention than those of the white race. After a 
year's work in this capacity I found that comparatively little would 
be done without my coming in personal contact vvith the families 
themselves. For example, Lyda, our excellent colored worker, 
bewailed the fact that with one family in particular she was "not 
gctti'llg an;:wlzcrc.'' She remarked, a! can't make Callie do 7J.:!wt 

)IOU say, and t!zc baby is going dmmz before my eyes: I thin!? she 
u.•ill die unless we do solnctldng to change things.'' So the next 
day I went out to see CalJie and found a family of seven or eight, 
the {ather in the last stages of tuberculosis, all living in three sn:all 
rooms, one of which was kept nice for company and unslcpt in. 
The sick child was receiving just vvhat the rest of the family were 
getting to eat, including cabbage, fat meat, corn bread, and molasses, 
with coffee, but no milk in her dietary. This child was sleeping with 
the tuberculous father, •<because she kept the other children awake," 
and as the father was awake anyway it did not make any difference 
to him if she were restless. \\Then I asked the colored mother why 
she did not follow the directions sent here through Lycla, she said: 
u Lord, honc_v .' did )'OU send me that ward to feed Katherine on milk 
and such like? TVlzy I thought it was just Airs. Bu1npus telling 
me hozo to feed my child, and I knew size didn't know any more 
about what was good for her than I did; J sides that, she ain't nez•er 
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had no children how come she know about raisin~ ~em?" I soon 
straightened her out and instituted changes which materially 
improved the health of the entire family. 

This was just one example which pointed out the need for some
thing other than desk supervision being given to the families under 
our care. The following fall I began a survey to find out just how 
much needed to be done, and the best way of bringing about the 
necessary reforms. With the social workers, I visited a number 
of families; where the mother received a mother's pension, which 
helped out but could not by any means meet the financial needs 
of the family, so it had to be supplemented hy aid from the charity 
organization society. 

After several months' careful study of the families selected, I 
asked the Dean of the University of Tennessee rviedical College, 
\Vhich is located in Memphis, and under whose auspices the out
patient department of the Memphis General Hospital was conducted, 
to look the material over. 

During this preliminary study I used portable scales, and could 
thus show the exact percentage of underweight which I found 
present in at least sixty per cent of the children examined. I had 
been able to take most of these children to the dispensary for a 
complete physical examination. which also revealed in many a serious 
state of malnutrition and ill health. A number had latent tuber
culosis, the majority had adenoids and diseased tonsils, while there 
was scarcely a child who did not badly need dental attention. 

The Dean agreed with me that something should he done to 
improve these conditions, and when I pointed out the work done in 
other cities in the nutrition and welfare clinics, both in dispensaries 
and health centers. he suggested that I talk the matter over with the 
director of the Out-Patient Department of the General Hospital, 
and the chief of the department of pediatrics, in order to devise a 
means of combating the existing conditions. Both of the physicians 
recognized the need for definite nutrition work in the dispensary, 
and the follow-up ·work which we all believe to be an essential 
feature of the educational program, and I was given the position of 
director of the nutrition and \veHare clinic. The physicians were 
skeptical as to my ability to get the children to come to the nutrition 
class, or, having come, to attend regularly, but I am happy to say 
that the clinic was so popular that this year I am to have two rooms 
instead of one, and shall have the colored children on the same days 
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as I have the \vhite ones. Last winter this was not believed to be 
advisable. \V e do not mix the races in the South, and there \vas 
not room for all, so that I did the necessary work with the negro 
children in their homes. going to them on Saturdays or after school 
on week clays. I found this plan quite satisfactory, althoagh it did 
require much more time than I could afford to give it. Not only 
was I able to get at the dispensary children, but as a rule had a 
number from the neighborhood as well. In my dispensary class the 
interest was almost universal as soon as the children realized that 
they were having to assume the responsibility for their future health. 
All of you who have done similar work know what it means to 
arouse the interest of a chi!d and to hold it. 

In my own clinic I interview each child as he arrives. I question 
him as to how he has followed the directions given him at the last 
meeting of the class. In some cases it has been found advisable to 
do this questioning in the presence of the children, thus bringing to 
light any discrepancies on the part of the one being questioned. If 
he chances to have a brother or sister in the class, they will not fail 
to remind him that he is not telling the entire truth, and this acts 
as a lesson to the others. For example, the little ~fexican Henrique, 
did not drink his prescribed amount of milk or eat his regular allow
ance of oatmeal, and while he blithely announced that he had followed 
all directions and therefore earned the stars, his small sister loudly 
protested that he was not telling the truth. \Vhen Henrique stepped 
on the scales and found that he had lost weight he looked very crest
fallen, and his sister said: ''There, I told you Afiss Proudfit ·would 
kuozc :hat you did not drink tlzc milk she told you tor It is not 
always that Fate takes a hand in emphasizing such lessons, but this 
time I was truly grateful, because had this small but very observant 
youngster shmved a gain, in spite of his failing from grace, I do 
not doubt that I would have bad much to do to bring him to a 
realization of his shortcomings. 

I found early in the year that the majority of those underweight 
children suffered, more or less, from constipation. Some of this 
trouble was undoubtedly caused by errors in diet, but much of it 
\vas directly traceable to carelessness on the part of the child in fail
ing to go to the toilet and see that his bowels moved every day, or 
because his mother had failed to teach him in infancy to be regular 
in the performance of this essential duty. The dietary was of course 
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adjusted to meet this need as far as possible, and the children were 
likewise given a ten-minute period at the end of the lesson, of 
corrective gymnastics, not only to assist in overcoming the consti
pation, but to improve their posture, and show them how to breathe 
correctly. The children loved this period which followed the health 
story hour, or the guessing games with which we used to improve 
the health rules. 

I believe that this gymnastic has a good psychologic effect upon 
the children, making them feel that while they are exercising they 
are at the same time having a good time. Also in carefully adjusting 
these exercises to meet the needs of the individual child. I overcome 
the constipation which so frequently presents one of the most diffi
cult problems in the treatment of malnourished children. This 
opinion was corroborated by a specialist in tuberculosis. who watched 
the children going through the exercises. He told me I had found 
one way to insure a regular attendance at my clinics. 

I changed the symbol to be placed on the charts for taking these 
exercises for ten minutes each day, and instead of a star, used a 
bright colored bird sticker. Seldom did I find a child who would 
not exert himself to win a bird. One little youngster exclaimed: 
''Gee, won't those birds lool~ fine perched up there just like sparrows 
on a telegraph ·u.,irc? I bet I'll have the fullest ·wire of all in June," 
and he did. 

~1y ·work with these children is elementary. I am only a beginner 
in child culture, but the work is so worth while; the influence to be 
exerted to bring about better conditions in the home, the wiser spend
ing of the family income, especially the food dollar, the healthier 
and more normal attitude toward life which the dietitian can assist 
in bringing into the home of the people under her care, makes this 
branch of dietetics especially interesting. 

The opportunities open for the dietitian, especially the teaching 
dietitian, are many, but in my opinion, the one offering the greatest 
returns is to be found in the dispensary, the out-patient department 
of large hospitals. Here the work is undoubtedly hard, but the 
chances for individual constructive work so limitless that it will 
repay anyone wi h the will and vision to persevere. 

It is not always encouraging, pioneer work rarely is. T'he 
dietitian entering upon this field ·will have to forge a place for her
self. She will have to prove her worth before she can expect 
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toleration, much less welcome, from the physician who has already 
given a life-time to this department of public health. But having 
the training and the desire to work in co-operation with the physician, 
the student taking up this branch of dietetics as a profession will 
find it pre-eminent, not only for the influence she may wield in the 
out-patient department of the hospital, but in the dedication of her 
life to humanity in the field of public health service. 



THE ROLE OF EXERCISE IN THE TREATMENT 
OF MALNUTRITION IN CHILDREN 

By F. H. PELTON 

Physical Director of Remedial Exercise in the Pediatric Department 

of the New York Post-Gradxtate Medical School and Hospital 

It has been said with much truth that the problem of rest for 
children suffering from malnutrition is more important than that of 
exercise. It can be quite as truly said that the problem of rest is bound 
up with that of exercise. Given a nervous, restless child, irritable 
because ill-nourished, and the fact of keeping him indoors or putting 
him to bed does not insure his really resting. It is open to question 
whether one can get the benefit from rest unless one has undergone 
some form of activity from which to rest. A child's natural impulse 
is for a large amount of activity, and to check that activity, although 
sometimes necessary, is to upset nature's plan for the child's develop
ment, health and growth. 

In the treatment of children suffering from malnutrition, regu
lated exercise has a definite, if limited, field. It is of no value taken 
alone. Exercise breaks down tissue. Unless this is adequately 
replaced by food, of the right kind, fresh air and rest, it can do only 
harm. On the other hand, provided the child is getting these things, 
properly regulated exercise may have a valuable contribution to offer. 
It may in the first place so relax the child's over-strung nerves and 
muscles that he sleeps better, digests his food better and is less 
irritable. It may improve his assimilation, and aid elimination. It 
may also correct or partially correct those anatomical irregularities 
and postural defects that constantly undermine his strength. It may, 
in other words, remove those causes of malnutrition which depend 
on structure and posture, or, to use the far better phrase, which 
depend on "poor bodily mechanics." 

The character of the corrective exercise for these cases should 
fulfill certain definite requirements. It should be non-stimulating 
in character, aiming to relax those muscles already strong and to 
develop the long, deep and generally weak muscles of the trunk. It 
should render flexible the bony structure, spine, joints and chest. 
It should develop the diaphragm, shorten the abdominal muscles and 
increase the lung capacity. And it should develop those muscles 
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needed m poise and in the support of the viscera-the latissimus 
dorsi, erector spinae, anterior abdominal muscles, quadratus lum
borum, psoas and iliacus. 

\Vith undernourished, as with all children, it is of the utmost 
importance to stop short of the point of fatigue. Few children 
recognize signs of fatigue in themselves as long as they are interested 
in their occupation. This is one reason why in play these children, 
in whom exercise tolerance is low, constantly push themselves beyond 
the fatigue point and do not recuperate quickly. Corrective exercise 
to be beneficial, should be planned to stop short of this point and 
instructors should be trained to watch for fatigue signs in individuals 
and to regulate the work accordingly. 

A question which has never been settled is the relative value of 
free play as against regulated exercise. The truth would seem to 
be that neither is complete without the other. All about us are 
examples showing the inadequacy of free play in producing in chil
ch·en a good posture and carriage and symmetrically developed 
muscles. Country children in this respect are quite as pathetic 
products of the prevalent practice of laissez fa,ire as are city children. 
vVe see weak backs, weak particularly in the lumbar region, flat 
chests, rigid spines "vith frequent slight lateral curves, protruding 
abdomens. These conditions are so common as to attract little 
attention until they reach the point where they are a serious menace 
to health. These definite postural defects are present in probably 
ninety per cent of our children of school age. The total inadequacy 
of a method of nagging as a means of correcting the posture is so 
apparent in the experience of us all that it is somewhat discouraging 
to f1ear it put forward constantly as the duty of parents and ~eachers. 

The recent interesting research work of Doctor Goldthwaite and 
IJoctor Lloyd T. Brown and others has brought into prominence the 
connection between posture and health or rather between poor 
posture and ill-health. Doctor Brmvn has made a postural exami
nation of the entire Harvard freshman class, seven hundred and 
fifty-six men. They are, as he points out, a selected group, all young 
adults who have had sufficient health and mentality to pass the 
Harvard entrance examinations. His statistics show faulty posture 
in eighty to ninety per cent. He further grades the men on the 
basis of their posture into grades A, B, C and D. He then compares 
this classification with the present and past health of the men. And 
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his results would seem to show a definite connection between poor 
posture and ill-health-the C and D classes showing a prevalence 
over classes A and B of chronic and acute disease conditions. 

Doctor Goldthwaite believes that the present prevalent type of 
school child-what he calls the congenital visceroptopic type, was 
formerly largely eliminated by death. l'viedical science has pro
gressed to the point of keeping most of these children alive without 
having the power of building them up to health. He believes, as his 
phrase implies, that this is the type of child, with fiat chest, protruding 
abdomen and abnormal spinal curves, who in adult life too often 
develops visceroptosis. 

In the normal person the viscera are held in place largely by intra
abdominal pressure and by a position of poise, in which position the 
abdominal viscera are supported by the anterior abdominal muscles 
and by the slant of the dorso-lumbar spine. The intra-abdominal 
pressure depends on the tone of the diaphragm, the tone of the 
anterior abdominal muscles and the tone of the quadratus lumborum. 
If these muscles are flabby, the abdomen relaxes and protrudes and 
the viscera slump forward. If the lumbar curve is increased, the 
abdominal muscles bulge still further and intra-abdominal pressure 
becomes negative; if the lumbar curve is obliterated, the pelvis is 
tipped backward and the weight of the abdominal viscera falls on the 
pel vic viscera. 

It is possible to do something by exercise toward the correction 
of visceroptosis. It is far more possible to do preventive work in 
children of the type in which it is to be feared. 

At the New York Post-Graduate Hospital we have been for two 
years using theW. Curtis Adams system of exercise in the treatment 
of a part of the children attending the malnutrition clinic of the 
pediatric department. The exercise is practically all mat \'Vork, 
needing no other apparatus, and is a graduated and progressive system 
aiming to effect simultaneously the posture, digestion and general 
musculature. Tracings of the spine and chest are taken at the 
beginning and end of the year and show in most cases definite 
structural and postural changes. Almost without exception the 
weight of the children is increased and the general health improved. 

The work has been done in very close co-operation with the 
physician and social service worker in charge of the malnutrition 
clinic, where the other essential needs of the child are being looked 
after. Treatment by exercise is considered in no sense a substitute 
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for other methods, but as complimental to them. In the administra
tion of such clinics exercise can be made a very alluring part of the 
treatment and a great attraction in bringing the children in regularly. 
Of the present cases in the exercise class at the Post-Graduate, a 
large number have come voluntarily and asked to be allowed to join. 

The history of exercise as a therapeutic measure is interesting. 
As with many other forms of treatment, the first work has been with 
the worst cases. The children who are getting corrective exercise 
in this city at the present time are mostly serious orthopedic cases. 
We are now arriving at the place where we realize the possibilities 
of remedial exercise as a preventive measure and as an aid to greater 
health in the not serious cases. Why should it not be a means to 
increased vitality and greater efficiency in the so-called normal child? 
It can at any rate fulfill a very real function in the treatment of 
malnutrition 



EDITORIAL 
The Care of the Cardiac Patient 

The exhibit of the Association for Prevention and Relief of 
Heart Disease of New York in the Scientific Exhibit of the American 
Medical Association was a valuable feature of a notable display. 
The interest of members of the medical profession has steadily 
progressed along the lines of preventive work with cardiac patients. 
This work is an important branch of social medicine. 

Dr. Haven Emerson1 in his Shattuck lecture showed how only 
recently the social and economic reaction due to cardiac debility, the 
incidence of early death with its economic consequences, and the 
interrelation of cardiac with other diseases has been appreciated. 
Study of these facts has brought into prominence the importance of 
remedial and preventive work for the individual and the necessity of 
the maintenance of the general normal health of the community. 
Dr. Emerson compared the ratio of existing heart disease with that 
of tuberculosis. He found that ten years ago the two diseases were 
of equal significance; but the active and thorough program of pre
vention of consumption has resulted in appreciable reduction of this 
disease. He presents the methods by which equally effective work 
may be accomplished with cardiac patients. 

The significance of the cardiac in hospital social work is evidenced 
by the ever-increasing numbers of specialized workers in the field, 
more facilities such as exercise classes, more convalescent provision 
in institutions and at home, adjustment in occupation, and dietary 

·care have all been added. Through these measures the hospital treat
ment is made effective and the home conditions more suitable. The 
field work of the cardiac follow-up worker is incomplete unless she 
obtains physical examination of the families visited, for the early 
detection of disease is an obvious asset in economics. She may 
arrange for readjustment and at the same time act as the laison officer 
described by St. Lawrence and Adams2 who connects the best science 
of the hospital and medical service with the home. Here many vary
ing influences of heterogeneous life in the community are constantly 
crossing and recrossing the path of the patient. The medical-social 
worker has the delicate task of discerning the quality of the influence 
and of guiding the patient toward a moral responsibility for his 
improvement and his co-operation with the medical science at his 
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service. The personality of the patient is scarcely fitted to assume 
responsibility for a course of treatment without such assistance, and 
the doctor is not able to fully offer it. 

This interesting service brings out in strong relief the need of 
adequate medical and social education. The worker will desire 
naturally to comprehend the true essence of the complex currents of 
the individual history. She will act effectively in proportion to her 
comprehension of the full task; where the medical condition and the 
economic consequences or causes are interwoven. 

Recently it was found that one-half the young men who have 
been disqualified for service at Plattsburgh because of physical 
defects were unaware of their real condition. A number of these 
were cardiacs. The research worker who has pursued the advance
ment of public health and social organization through two decades 
finds it hard to understand why young men from average American 
homes should arrive at the age for service unaware of their own 
physical condition and its effect upon their future plans. The situ
ation here as elsewhere is a challenge for prompt basic preparation 
and preventive health care. This work should be as thorough as 
that in the notable national child welfare movement which is con
stantly before us. 

Incidentally, the trend of the times provides unlimited opportuni
ties for strong and efficient leadership. The hospital social field is a 
strategic base for development of capable service bearing on economic 
success at a period when human nature is receptive to direction 
because of the contact with disease and it effects. We do not as yet 
visualize clearly the future of this interesting work. To many of 
the workers in locations where the pressure is overwhelming, it has 
seemed a tremendous burden upon a very limited staff. 

'(The ,man who is to talle the helm in any area in this great enter
prise must have a large apprehension both of his opportunity and his 
function. I-I c must ha·vc clear and cmnprelzcnsi7JC ·vision which 

'can look into the seeds of time 
And say wll1:ch grain will grow and zvhich will not.' 

f! e tnust have courage, discernment and abnegation and patience. 
For first, preventive and curative medicine haz1e to be brought 
together and practiced in harmony. 
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uThus the sound mind in the sound bod'y, the full capacity and 
opportunity of labor, the true joie de vivre which springs from all 
round health, nta}' £n some larger and more liberal measure become 
established in the homes of the English people. This is medical
social service."3 

The coming period of constructive organization of the medical
social departments of our rapidly increasing hospitals is full of stimu
lating prospects which it is not easy to keep clearly in mind in the 
face of general economic depression and diverted interest following 
the war. Serious observers 'in the fields of civics and welfare work 
find these destructive forces on all sides. It is equally certain that 
in the end the work will progress as before and that the wisest and 
sanest will be of the highest service in the present. 

In the actual work of the coming year, education and a clear and 
open-minded program must be maintained in order to assist in the 
preventive work for relief of the cardiac as outlined by the Assoc
iation for the Prevention and Relief of Heart Disease of New Y ark. 
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL 
SOCIAL WORKERS 

IDA M. CANNON, President 

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts 

RuTH V. EMERSON, Secretary 

American Red Cross, National Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

At the meeting of 1the Executive Committee in June, the need of 
close association with the districts was reiterated and it was agreed 
that the District Chairmen should be invited to meet with the 
Executive Committee at all their meetings and that reports of their 
meetings should be sent to the District Chairmen, as well as to 
members of the committee. In this way it is hoped that the plans 
of the Association will be worked out with the guidance and intimate 
knowledge of the local groups, because the district form of organ
ization is the plan whereby it is going to be possible for each depart
ment to keep in touch with the other. 

We quote in part a paper read at the Annual 1'Ieeting of the 
Association by Miss Brogden on the subject of <(District Organ
ization." It was when Miss Brogden was Treasurer of the Assoc
iation that she became convinced that only through districting could 
we make it possible for various groups to get in touch with each 
other. 

((At a meeting of the Executive Committee a year ago, the 
regional district plan was suggested and recommendation made at 
our last annual meeting in New Orleans. Much discussion followed. 
It was decided not to bring the question to a vote until the semi
annual meeting '1J.'hich was to be held in October. In the 1'neantime, 
the social worker should have ample opportunity to consider the plan 
from all angles. At the October meeting, an optional regional dis
trict plan was unanimously adopted. 

((Dues are paid to the district treasurer and sent by her to the 
national treasurer. The districts have the right to decide what 
proportion of individual dues, above one dollar, is paid to the National 
Association. In the Middle Atlantic District, our minimum ind£
vidual dues are tu.1o dollars; one dollar is paid to the National. Con-
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tributing dues, five dollars; four dollars is paid to the National. 
Corporate dues are paid in full through the district to the National 
Association. 

"This puts on each district the responsibility for raising funds 
and at the same time gives it the proper nuzchinery for doing so. 
I belie've if the district is carefully covered and all those eligible are 
enrolled, that we can get adequate support for the National from 
dues without soliciting contributions, and I belic've it to be a very 
bad policy to as!~ contributions fron·t members who have been mem
bers less than a year. 

'' lvf ay I be pardoned for being personal and give _vou the problem 
of the isolated worker from my own experience, because, though 
connected with a large hospital which has maintained a social service 
department for twelve years, I have been peculiarly isolated. The 
hospital which I represent has no Social Service Committee, no 
community support, no women's comm,ittee. All questions arc 
referred to the su.perintendent of the hospital and referred by him 
to the trustees, with whom I have not audience. They arc busy men 
and cannot be expected to concern themselves intimately with the 
problems of each department of the hospital. A community that has 
no responsibility for the support of the hospital is not apt to take a 
positive interest in its activities. Until recently, there was only one 
other hospital in Baltimore in which social service was in operation. 
~V c had no means of discussing our problems, of learning by others' 
experience. Letters could be exchanged, and when time and funds 
permitted, visits could be made to other centers. Jvfy problem tnust 
be the sanw as that of other isolated workers. 

''The Pcnnsy'lvania. Association of Hospital Social Workers, 
zvlzich had existed for some years, 'UJas the first group to take an 
active interest in the regional district plan. During the summer 
before action had been taken by tlze JVational Association, a com
mittee was formed in the Pennsylvania Association to consider tlze 
question of regional districts, with a sub-c01nmittce on by-laws. 
Further interest and direction 'l<Jas given by a Jneeting addressed by 
members of the Medical Association as to tlze value of regional 
districting. 1'1uch thought was gi'l1cn to the boundaries, and a meet
ing called with delegates frmn the nearby cities. Philadelphia, 
TVilkes-barre, Lancaster and Chester, Pennsylvania; Baltimore, 
JJ! aryland; Wilmington, Delaware; and Camden, New J crsey, were 
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represented. After full discussion, a resolution was sent to the 
National Association expressing our willingness to co-operate in the 
plan of districting advocated at New Orleans, and requesting, if it 
was adopted, to be allowed to form ourselves into Dist1·ict No. 1, of 
the American Association of Hospital Social Workers. 

uimmediately after the general meeting in Montreal, at which the 
district plan was adopted, this group met and organized, and is now 
known as the Middle Atlantic District of the American Association 
of Hospital Social Workers. Six regional districts have been 
formed. This necessitated the re-writing of their by-laws to con
form to the National. When we have a full-time secretary who can 
go to the different localities, stimulate interest, and help to organize 
and develop hospital social service along sound lines, we will be able 
to convince the most pessimistic authorities of institutions, the medical 
profession, and the public, that the results to the hospital and the 
health of the community far exceed the financial outlay in the main
tenance of social service. 

ai thought it might be interesting to get reports from the different 
localities in which the regional district plan had gone into effect, and 
wrote to those who had applied to the National. I may say for 
Baltimore that much interest has been awakened. There are only 
five hospitals operating social service, with a paid personnel of twenty
six. ~Ve are one hundred per cent members of the Middle Atlantic 
District and have formed a local group with monthly meetings to 
discuss our local problems. A campaign has been started for 
increased associate membership, which has met with a very good 
response. We have had one jo.int meeting in Philadelphia that was 
well attended and was very stimulating. We are looking forward to 
having another in Baltimore in the autumn, which will, we hope, be 
as stimulating and as educating to our boards and committees as the 
first meeting was to Philadelphia. We have already enrolled nineteen 
new members at five dollars. 

"Phi/adelphia Reports: 'l think the recognition of the principle 
of smaller units making up the whole, not isolated as before, has 
given an impetus to the group. Our first district meeting brought 
together a much larger group, a much more varied group than had 
hitherto attended local meetings. To further the interests of the 
district and gain the co-operation of our committee, informal meet
ings have been held at two large hospitals, largely attended by work
ers and committee members. In both instances the superintendents 
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of the hospitals have taken an active part. In Philadelphia, there has 
been a joint movement to discuss our mutual problems with the 
superintendents. We plan to enlarge these meetings so as to include 
the district and expect from this a much wider understanding on the 
part of the administration of our activities. 

" 'From the community point of view, the Inter-City Conference 
on Illegitimacy has asked the chairman to report on hospital standards 
of social treatment for the unmarried mothers in Philadelphia. This, 
too, will be extended to the district. We have had only about four 
months of existence and Philadelphia has lost workers galore in the 
war. I think we have made a start.' 

((Another Philadelphia worker writes: 'As to the results of 
district organization, we in Philadelphia feel that the new organ
ization has greatly stimulated interest on the part of hospital social 
workers and social service committee members. Besides the big 
meeting at which you spoke, we have had two less formal meetings, 
one at Cooper Hospital, Camden, and one at the Jewish Hospital, 
Philadelphia. The whole social service committee of the Jewish 
Hospital has joined the district, making about fifty individual 
associate members. I believe this record can be duplicated in many 
other hospitals, especially if we can have another rousing meeting in 
September or October. Other members have also been enrolled and 
the former members of the American Association are paying their 
dues to the district I believe in better numbers than they would if we 
had not organized the district. (Of course, there is .no way to prove 
this absolutely). We want to enroll every possible member in Phila
delphia and hope to get a membership so large that we shall not have 
to ask, for gifts in order to contribute our quota to the Association. 
I should think we might easily get a membership of five to seven 
hundred in Philadelphia. There is no doubt that the workers them
selves are much more interested.'" 

LETTER* 

Minneapolis, Minn., June 2, 1921. 

American Association of Hospital Social Workers. 

Fellow VVorkers: During the last year the question uppermost 
in the department's mind, has been, "How Much Medical-Social 
Work Are We to Do Outside of the Hospital?" Our problem, as 

*Read before the Annual Meeting of the American Association of Hospital 
Social Workers, Milwaukee, ] unc, 1921. 
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perhaps that of most hospital social service departments, is the lack 
of enough workers to cover all the work as it should be done. One 
new worker was allowed this year and the nurses were given a longer 
period of training; but nevertheless the department is being more and 
more pressed with work, to which it cannot give the necessary thought 
and time. 

The superintendent of· the hospital answers the question by say
ing, that the department should do no work outside of the hospital 
walls, that at the time of the patient's discharge whatever the problem, 
the case should be turned over to an outside agency. 

If the city were organized on the Toronto plan, the department 
would feel justified in doing this, but as the city has no dominant 
public health organization in the field, it does seem as if all scientific 
principles were being thrown to the wind by allowing a non-medical 
agency to do the medical-social follow-up work. 

Always having much more to do than we can possibly handle, 
there has never been much danger of our overlapping on cases with 
other agencies, but we do feel strongly that if we are to exist at all 
we have certain rights and obligations; functions which we must 
perform as part of the larger medical group and privileges which 
are ours through our hospital training and connection. 

The charity organization of this city puts forth the argument that 
if they have any connection with the case the whole problem is theirs, 
be it medical or otherwise, and that if they were allowed to obtain 
instructions directly from the doctor they could follow them as well 
as a medical-social department. It has been the policy in the past to 
have the diagnosis, reports and doctor's recommendations given out 
through the social service department, but the charities now ask for 
the right to get their reports directly from the doctor and if the social 
service department refers a case to them for relief, they feel that 
they should handle the medical follow-up as well. 

Are we then to be a mere reporting agency directing the case to 
the organization we feel most suited to fill the patient's need or are 
we to help complete the work of our hospital and clinic doctors by 
our medical work in the home? For example, are all venereal prob
lems to be directly turned over to the State Board of Health Venereal 
Department, all babies to the Infant Welfare Society, unmarried 
mothers to the County Child Welfare Board, diet instruction given 
by the Associated Charities if they are putting relief into the family 
and thus on to infinitum? Or are we, co-operating with other 
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agencies in bringing about the reconstruction or betterment of the 
family, to do that part of the community's health work which falls 
directly under our hospital and clinic doctors? 

We ask that the National Association of Hospital Workers take 
a stand on the matter at the conference for the problem is not limited 
to one hospital or one community and without a definite policy the 
growth and strengthening of medical-social work in hospitals is 

·impossible. 
Respectfully submitted, 

ALMA HOLZSCHUH, 

Director of Social Service, Minneapolis General Hospital. 

[This letter opens a field of discussion which should produce 
constructive comment from the experience of workers in other com
mumttes. \Ve would be pleased to publish further discussion of the 
points raised.-EDITOR.] 

NOTICE TO PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORKERS 

Members of the Organizing Committee of the Section on Psy
chiatric Social Work of the American Association of Hospital Social 
Workers would appreciate it if psychiatric social workers would send 
their names and types of positions to 1\iaida H. Solomon, Psycho
pathic Hospital, 74 Fenwood Road, Boston. 



NEWS NOTES 

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION 

The American Public Health Association announces four phases 
of its semi-centennial celebrations to be held in New York City, 
November 8-18, 1921: 

(a) THE SciENTIFIC SESSIONS will be held November 14-18. 
There will be programs of the following sections: Laboratory, 
Vital Statistics, Public Health Administration, Sanitary Engineering, 
Industrial Hygiene, Food and Drugs. There will also be special 
programs on Child Hygiene and Health Education and Publicity. 

(b) HEALTH INsTITUTE, November 8-12. During the week 
preceding the convention proper there will be organized demon
strations of the various types of public health activity in New York 
and environs: Health Department bureaus, laboratories, health 
centers, clinics, hospitals, etc. 

The purpose will be to show health functions in actual operation, 
especially those which may be duplicated in other cities. In one 
sense the Health Institute may be considered as a school of instruc
tion in practical health administration. 

(c) DR. STEPHEN SMITH, the founder and first president of 
the Association, who is now in his ninety-ninth year, will be the guest 
of honor at a banquet to celebrate his approaching centennial and 
the semi-centennial of the Association. 

(d) A HISTORICAL JuBILEE VoLUME, "Fifty Years of Public 
Health," will be published about October 1. There will be articles 
by seventeen authors, relating to the accomplishments and present 
status of each of the important branches of public health. While 
concentrating upon the public health of the last fifty years, the book 
will describe the earlier beginnings of public health in an intro
ductory way, and may, therefore, be considered a general history of 
public health from the earliest days to the present. 

Detailed announcements, programs, and information concerning 
special railroad rates will appear in the American I ournal of Public 
H calth and the News Letter of the Association from time to time or 
may be had upon addressing the Association at 370 Seventh A venue, 
New York City. 
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ANNUAL MEETING 

AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION 

245 

The fourth annual meeting of this Association will be held 
October 24, 25 and 26, at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago. The program 
as organized by Miss Emma Gunther, Teachers' College, New York, 
chairman, is divided in four sections: Administrative, Miss Mary 
l..indsley, chairman; Education, Dr. Ruth Wheeler, chairman; Dieto
therapy, Miss Rena Eckman, Chief Dietitian, University Hospital, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, chairman; Social Service, Miss Lucy Gillette 
of the N e\V York Association for Improving the Condition of the 
Poor, chairman. 

Miss Lindsley, who is manager of the Grace Dodge Hotel, Wash
ington, D. C., will present findings of the recent study made by 
administrative dietetians on the problems of household supplies, 
wages, equipment, food and the morale of employees. Dr. Wheeler, 
who has been recently appointed Professor of Nutrition at the State 
University of Iowa, will provide discussions of hospital training for 
dietetians, post-graduate work, and the curriculum for teaching 
dietetics to nurses in training schools. Miss Eckman has summarized 
the work in dietotherapy for the past three years and her program 
will be given by nutrition experts with round table talks on State 
Board examinations, nutrition work in sanatoriums, and a survey of 
activities in this specialized field. Miss Gillette will provide reports 
on nutrition work with racial types, the value of any special diet in 
Americanization work. "The Co-operation of Social Service Dieti
tians in the Public Health Movement," is the round table topic for 
this department. 

PROGRAM OF THE SOCIAL SERVICE SECTION 

111 onday Afternoon, October 24th: 

''To What Extent Shall Racial Customs Enter Into Any American
ization Scheme ?"-Miss S. P. Breckenridge of Chicago Uni
versity. 

"Dietary Customs of Various Nationalities : Italian, Jewish, Syrians, 
Roumanians, Lithuanians and Mountain Whites." 
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Tuesday Afternoon, October 25th, 2 P. lr!.: 

Miss Gillett, Presiding. 

"Co-operation in the Public Health Movement"-
"From a Nursing Standpoint," Speaker not yet announced. 
"From a Medical Standpoint," Blanche Joseph, Chicago. 
"From a Social Worker's Standpoint," Florence Nesbit, Chicago 

United Charities. 

TVcdnesday Evening, October 26th, 8 P. M.: 

President, Presiding. 

"Relationship Between Diet and Nervous Condition With Its Signi
ficance in Social Problems,'' Dr. Sydney Kuh, Neurologist, 
Chicago. 

"Systems of Follow-Up vVork in Dietetics," Mrs. Gertrude Gates 
Mudge, Nutrition Bureau, American Red Cross. 

"Human Engineering," Robert vVolf, Consulting Engineer, New 
York. 

Chicago affords numerous opportunities for visits of observation 
and field study so that a schedule of visits is ensured as follows : 
Visits to hospitals where nutritional features may be observed, visit 
to hotels, cafeterias and restaurants where special methods are in 
operation, trip through infant welfare stations, visit to University 
Commons, luncheons and various attractive relaxations. 

Bulletins have recently been issued on courses in Hospital Social 
vVork, Mental Testing, Rural Problems, at the New York School 
of Social Work. The Directors of Hospital Social \Vork are Mr. 
M. M. Davis, Jr. and l\1iss M.A. Cannon, who will act as Supervisor 
of Field Work in Hospital Social Work. 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH AT 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

Plans for the organization of a School of Public Health in Har
vard University were announced recently by the University and the 
officers of the Rockefeller Foundation who have created a fund to 
be used jointly with special endowment funds for the use of the 
University. The plans include work in research, and extended teach
ing facilities in public health, administration, immuniology, bacterio
logy, physiological hygiene and communicable diseases. It is hoped 
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that a suitable building may be secured for the department which will 
have a separate. faculty and administration. The facilities of the 
Medical School and of laboratories, hospitals and public health 
agencies of Boston will be available. 

Publications recently received at this office are the Bulletin of the 
School of Occupational Therapy of 1Iontefiore Home, New York; 
the Department of Christian Social Service of the Episcopal Church; 
the Circular of Information of Rush Medical College, Chicago; 
Catalogue of the Richmond School of Social \Vork and Public 
Health; Foreign-Born, which contains notes on the immigration ser
vice at Mexican ports, a Model Station, recent legislation affecting 
the immigrant and other articles. The report of the Detroit Eye, Ear, 
Nose and Throat Hospital has also been received. 

The Annual Report of 1921 of the Lady Almoner's Department 
of St. Thomas' Hospital, London, is at hand. This report cites the 
current problems created by the great desire of welfare agencies to 
recreate England and give a higher standard of life and health to the 
workers, and the great difficulty of providing adequate funds owing 
to the heavy costs of after-war burdens. As one hopeful feature, 
the voluntary contributions from patients have increased. 

Special departments undertaken by the Almoner's work are the 
Convalescent Treatment; Transport, which arranges for the return 
of patients to their homes and for transfer of maternity patients and 
casualties; the Casualty Department is one that calls for steering and 
sifting; Tuberculosis; Opthalmic; Speech Clinic. The Maternity 
Department is in excellent condition from all points of view, except 
that of space. Many expectant mothers have made the whole of the 
coming baby's outfit at the needlework class. During the weekly 
talks at the classes, there have been some questions asked which came 
from the husbands, therefore, it is hoped to reopen the evenings for 
husbands which were given up during the war. Other departments 
are the V. D. and Physical Exercise. 

The Nutrition Bibliography, as compiled by the New York N utri
tion Council, has been issued by the Health Service of the American 
Red Cross. lt contains sections on: Nutrition Work; Health Essen
tials and Teaching Methods; Material for Children's Use; Plays and 
Pageants ; Slides ; Charts and Posters; Films ; Other Graphic 
lVIethoc;ls of Teaching Health. 
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Miss Emma A. Winslow, Secretary of the Committee on Home 
Economics of the Charity Organization Society of New York, has 
resigned her position and leaves very soon for England where she 
will study at the University of London, giving much of her time to 
the London School of Economics and the work on health education 
which is being developed effectively there. 

1viiSS EDNA G. HENRY RESIGNS 

1viiss Edna G. Henry, who has been Director of Social Service 
of the Indiana University's School of Medicine, has recently resigned. 
Mr. Robert Neff, a graduate of the University, who has been assoc
iated with the Robert W. Long Hospital in various departments 
since his graduation, and who is in sympathy with the policy effective 
there, is now superintendent of the hospital, and will have general 
direction of the social service department. Miss Henry will act as 
Associate Professor and continue the instruction of classes in social 
service, while giving special attention to graduate and research work. 
Miss Helen Hare of the social service staff, has been appointed 
Associate Instructor. The department will continue as a separatE 
unit of the College of Liberal Arts of Indiana University. 

Dr. Ruth \Vheeler, for the past three years head of the Depart
ment of Home Economics at Groucher College, Baltimore, has been 
appointed Professor of Nutrition at the State University, Iowa City, 
Iowa. Dr. Wheeler is the first woman to receive an appointment to 
a chair of nutrition in a medical college, which relates the establish
ment of food to health in a practical as well as scientific form. Dr. 
Wheeler will have charge of the administration of the dietary of the 
University Hospitals, and she will organize courses in this field for 
medical students, nurses and dietitians. Research work will be a 
natural addition to the department. 

Dr. Paul S. Barrett, who has been active in the promotion of the 
nutrition work at the Post-Graduate Hospital, New York, and also 
a member of the Nutrition Council Committee, will leave New York 
to locate in a field of social medicine in Fresno, California. 
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Miss Imogene Poole, formerly Director of Social Service, Uni
versity Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, resigned to become Director 
of Unity House, lVIinneapolis. The work of this welfare center 
comprises civic, social, and health activities. Miss Poole was form
erly in this field of work before going to the Cincinnati General 
Hospital Social Service Department. 

The New York Clinic for Speech Defects has received permission 
to change its name to National Hospital for Speech Disorders. A 
fund of $1,000,000 is to be raised that the new hospital may be made 
a training center for specialists in this field as well as a thoroughly 
equipped institution for the treatment of all speech disorders. The 
proposed plan comprises a school, clinic, hospital, and social center. 
Recreation, social service, mental and psychological attention will be 
established in this, the only hospital of its kind in the country. 

Dr. John Sundwall, directors of students' health service and 
professor of hygiene and public health, University of Minnesota, 
has been made director of hygiene and public health in the newly 
established department of physical education in the University of 
Michigan. He will also become director of students' physical wel
fare. An important feature of the division will be the training of 
teachers and supervisors of physical welfare for colleges, high 
schools and grade schools. 

The commissioner of labor has authorized the establishment of 
a rehabilitation clinic at Trenton, N. J ., for the physically handicapped 
in industry. The labor department will establish an employment 
service for the persons treated at the bureau. 
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"The Prevention of Heart Disease-A New Practical Problem," 
Haven Emerson. Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1921, CLXXXIV, 
587. This paper is a call to medical men to share the attention which 
is now devoted so constantly to research and remedial work, with 
preventive medicine, that the profession may share the laurels which 
will accrue to leadership in the field. Enough is known of causes 
of mortality, and of remedial resources for thorough practice in 
those fields, but the cardiac field is a remarkable illustration of the 
possibilities of preventive health work. It is quite certain that an 
expenditure of an amount of preventive cardiac service, equal to that 
used with typhoid and tuberculosis, will diminish the incidence of the 
disease proportionately. These diseases involve cardiac disorder, 
therefore, a general program of better health education for all the 
people is the consistent one. The health of children is so bound up 
with preventive diseases of infection, occupation and inheritance, 
that education is fundamental. A survey of data of the disease 
demonstrates that it is omnipresent. In 1918 extremes of high death 
rate followed influenza. Valuable statistics relative to age groups, 
registration area, charts, etc., are appended to this discussion. The 
figures are chiefly important as they reveal the magnitude of the 
problem, for '(deaths and death rates bear about as much relation to 
the problems of the suffering human as the ash dump does to the life 
of the industrial plant." The Association for the Prevention and 
Relief of Heart Disease of New York has organized, as far as 
possible, the most efficient medical and social resources within reach. 
Dr. J. Huddleston is cited as an important pioneer in the field. The 
program for control of the disease in the Cleveland Survey is an 
instance of the work of the New York Association. Other single 
instances of service are found in the cardiac classificati9n; special 
classes in the leading cities; handicapped placement in industry ; 
organization of convalescent care, and the creation of standards for 
the same. A thoughtful study of the facts as presented in this paper, 
and of the appended bibliography will fix the responsibility for pre
ventive work among the presumably healthy of the community by 
the well-informed medical men. 

''The Industrial Physician and the Qualifications Essential to His 
Success," W. J. McConnell. Jour. Indus. Hygiene, 1921, III, 130. 

250 
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During the war the group of a few medical men who were' well 
equipped to create preventive health measures in the manufacture of 
munitions, and in other industrial hazards, were able to restrict such 
hazards very appreciably. While a strong and far-sighted program 
in preventive health work is going forward, let it be emphasized that 
industry is responsible that the human beings who are being carried 
to such a high physical state shall be safeguarded while at work. The 
human motor is rated as one-seventh horse-power with an efficiency 
of thirty per cent. Its work is done on half the fuel consumption 
of the steam engine. The human motor is highly susceptible to mis
chievous influences. Therefore, in industry, medical supervision 
must be prepared to apply hygiene and sanitation wbich are suited to 
a specialized field rather than to confer the title of industrial physician 
upon the general practitioner who adopts the work. The industrial 
medical service is of sufficient value to require a department of its 
own. If it is merged into the field of social or preventive service the 
high lights will be diffused. The task of furthering co-operation 
between employer and employees is part of the special duty. Efficient 
labor with a minimum of wastage is produced for the former, and 
the highest efficiency in industry is brought nearer to the latter, 
through better health, while higher morals among both groups follows. 
Statistics are valuable and the standard form advised is that issued 
by the United States Public Health Service. In a broad sense the 
service mitigates industrial unrest and economic unstability. 

"Application of Mental Tests in Family Case Work," vVilliam 
Healy. Family, 1921, II, 97. This paper is limited to certain salient 
points of the field of family case work. The majority of findings 
by mental tests are based on studies with children and scaled chiefly 
on age-levels. These are not well suited to adult studies, where 
success in life, adaptability to social conditions are valuable criteria. 
The tests for possible custodial care for children should permit far 
more than the Binet Scale. Rather they should provide for obser
vation of education acquired in proportion to opportunity, common 
sense tests with social contacts as judged by the individual oppor
tunity, etc. :Mental balance in a given situation is often far in 
advance of the average afforded by the ordinary tests. Family case 
work has a field in adjustment of young people to suitable occupation 
as too often the comprehension of the family is limited. There is a 
movement on foot to use a selective process for the pupils in schools 
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that girls who are suited to academic work may be assigned to it, and 
industrial education be afforded to those who may develop best in its 
field. The adult problem has been subjected to indiscriminate use 
of mental tests. Men are tried out best in the active world. Women 
need special observation that home-making ability may be studied, 
and that their traits of industry, cleanliness, responsibility, truthful
ness, can be known as they cannot appear through the standard tests. 
The main points to be determined are those under general social 
adaptability at work and in relations with associates. The second 
consideration is for mental stability, self-control and evenness of 
temper. These features are quite as essential as the scientific test 
plan. One cannot know the human being unless the personality 
factors are clear. 

"lVfedical Significance of the Disorders of Speech,'' Smiley Blan
ton. 1 our. A mer. M ed. Ass'n, 1921, LXXVI, 373. Intact auditory 
apparatus, nervous and muscle systems, and intelligence are necessary 
for the development of the faculty of speech. It is not demonstrated 
in the brain at birth. Certain stimulus is also essential, such as social 
or emotional demands, therefore, the growth is indicative in a measure 
of mental and nervous strength. This discussion includes delayed 
speech; letter substitution, such as lisping; oral inactivities or con
fused or retarded speech; stuttering and stammering. The last is 
complicated by muscular co-ordinations and is a symptom of under
lying conditions. Four types of stuttering are found, that caused by 
brain lesion ; paratonia or that caused or related to the endocrine
vitamin group and related to epilepsy ; psychoneurotic, are either 
hysteria! or the anxiety types; hypomanic, found in the high strung 
and temperamental children. War neurosis has revealed much as to 
these phases of speech disorder. Studies made in the United States 
Public Health Service hospitals found that the majority of cases 
among soldiers were of psychoneurotic origin. The training pro
vided for the conditions is divided between speech treatment and 
muscle training and emotional adjustment. It has been shown in the 
studies that the same type of neurasthenia existed in the patient 
before the stuttering produced by war neurosis, as after. Motor 
mechanism is weak in the stutterer. Among school children studied 
it was found that fifty-one per cent possessed other speech defects. 
A high percentage have been changed from left to right handedness. 
The hereditary tendency causes predisposition toward the family 
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defects. The most lasting results of treatment are found where 
general hygiene is cared for, with muscle training, and readjustment 
of the social environment. It is believed to be decidedly a medical
social problem, with attention to neuropsychiatric training. There
fore, it is important that medical students give the subject attention. 

"Responsibility of Family Agency at a Time of Industrial Re
adjustment," Stockton Raymond. Family, 1921, II, 121. The basis 
of family social work is to effect wholesome family life through 
elimination of destructive influences. The contact with positive 
values in this work brings the worker face to face with industrial 
conditions. Among the problems of the latter are strikes, reduced 
wages, labor troubles and periods of depression, all of which result 
in greater complications in the welfare work. This paper is a state
ment of the way in which the family welfare association may meet 
these difficulties. The essential thing is to maintain its standards and 
at the same time be of public service by helping to create better 
knowledge in the community. Meeting a deficit in the family budget 
is indirectly helping to prolong the strike, or other cause of trouble 
and also to undermine standards. The welfare agency will directly 
be flooded by appeals which it is not equipped to care for, and which 
properly belong to the field of labor and other agencies. The first 
duty of the family agency is to reinforce its main policy of arousing 
the community to its responsibilities to create satisfactory industrial 
conditions; to promote more employment which is the only effective 
remedy for unemployment. In doing so the conditions and need for 
regulations regarding immigration should be put before the com
munity. Additional facilities for vocational training are an economic 
asset. 

"Mental Hygiene In Industry," C. Macfie Campbell. Mental 
Hygiene, 1921, V, 468. Promotion of the physical health of the 
people is based on the belief that humanity cannot obtain the social 
advantages of life without a normal physique. The plan to effect 
this involves co-operation of the community with the physician and 
social service force, and in the field of industrial hygiene vvith the 
employer and employees. The physician who is serving in this field 
assumes the responsibility to determine causes as far as possible and 
to make recommendations for treatment. The school system provides 
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a long period of stabilizing influence. The many unfavorable influ
ences in the world for men and women in the era of individual 
responsibility are graphically presented in the paper. Chronic alco
holism is a leading one of these. Satisfaction in occupation is an 
excellent aid in sound mentality, but as many workers are thrust into 
their work through circumstances their distaste for their especial 
labor may be just. This condition will be followed usually by dull 
and ambitionless behavior. The power of the individual to ameliorate 
his condition through personal or environmental resources is variable. 
Religion, fraternal orders, moving pictures or the kind of reading 
which has been described as drugging the mind, are chosen according 
to the individual bent. It is often difficult to determine the interplay 
of all these symptoms and then apply definite remedies. A great 
alleviating measure would be obtained through enlightenment of the 
public and clear understanding of the facts which govern economic 
ability. Through the war excellent work was accomplished ; and 
equal effort is desirable now as-('to muddle along in peace Htay be 
as disastrous as to do so in war." 

''The Value of the Public Health Nurse in Public Health and 
Welfare Administration," C. J. Hastings. A mer. Jour. Pub. H ealtlz) 
1921, XI, 712. It is advisable to visualize the scope of modern 
public health service before attempting a definition of the duties of 
the public health nurse. ((If we are to keep abreast of truth) we must 
permit uew conditions to teach new duties." Formerly, department 
of health duties consisted in rubbish disposal and control of nuisances. 
Preventive medicine of today is a broad service which may be, in 
a measure, comprehended by a review of the revelation of physical 
assets of the war. It was found that physical conditions of peace 
were full of menacing features. Therefore, we are immediately 
confronted with the occasion of the educational and preventive ser
vice of the public health nurse. Its first link is pre-natal care, from 
whence the child is followed through the school and occasional edu
cational contact is maintained through adult life. Through the 
public health nurse, acting under direction, the knowledge formerly 
preserved in universities and laboratories is distributed to the individ
ual, whether at home or in industry, or in the out-patient department 
of the hospital. These activities are interwoven with social facts in 
the life of the individual as the medical procedure cannot be fulfilled 
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if means are insufficient or environmental conditions adverse. By a 
combination service she reduces the problem to simple terms and its 
solution is carried on by one definite plan. 

"Has Mental Hygiene a Practical Use In Industry?", Boyd 
Fisher. Mentall!ygiene, 1921, V, 479. The employees in industry 
have been hearing through various channels of the findings from 
mental examinations in the army, and of conclusions regarding the 
population as a whole which were based on these findings and 
statistics deducted from mental research. As a professional business 
man the employer weighs these conclusions with some reservations 
and asks for advice from such a source as his service adviser as to 
their significance. The writer of this paper is of the latter group 
and brings a fresh and helpful point of view to the subject. He 
states the difference between psychology and psychiatry ; between 
mental disease and feeblemindedness ; the distinction between the 
modern medical and the spiritual approach to problems of mental 
health. He commends Dr. Stanley Cobbs' outline of the application 
of psychiatry to industry, and comments that it assumes preparation 
in the mental field by the industrial physician who, however, must 
adjust his program to practical affairs. The physician who exacts a 
complete mental examination of all employees in addition to their 
physical treatment will create discord. The mental examination must 
be introduced with tact. It is gaining ground by such measures as 
the action of the clothing trade in Baltimore who agreed to gralde 
employees according to ability. Industry has also found that the 
feebleminded work best at certain jobs fitted to their capacity. 
Recognition of such steps as these by the general industrial body, and 
of the uses of mental hygiene; careful advancement to\vard more 
technical direction of the work by special advisory service for the 
group of welfare workers; are the obvious needs of the present. 

"Records of Public Health Nursing and Their Service in Case 
Work Administration and Research," Louis I. Dublin. Public 
Health Nurse, 1921, XIII, 385. This paper is the first of a series 
given on the uses of record findings in public health nursing case 
records. A brief resume of some vital measures of the work pre
sents a point of view from which to base record principles. Extension 
of human life from a period of about forty years in 1850 to the 
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present average of over fifty years is a striking feature; it has been 
the result largely of control of disease. Much remains to be done 
and the public health nurse wi11 have increasing responsibility and, 
therefore, needs to constantly enlarge her perspective of end results. 
Records have a vital part in this branch of her service. Public 
health nursing includes a clearly recorded case history of which the 
essential features are statements of the patient's condition at the 
beginning and the end of the service. Social history bearing on the 
medical, and annotation of kinds of duty performed, complete the 
record. This history is a memoranda for the worker in the routine 
of service, .'for a possible successor, and for the supervisor. The 
comprehension of detail and summarized conclusions enable the latter 
to analyze community conditions in a way that will permit a more 
efficient program for the future by selection of cases from the mass 
of those presented that will build effective health conditions where 
they will have most lasting results. \Vhat proportion of cases need 
more medical attendance; what and where are the acute conditions; 
maternity work; chronic; social types; which areas of the city are 
undeveloped ; are among pertinent questions to be answered by good 
records. A review of such facts will result in consistent upward 
growth of the work. Research is directed upon the indicated sections. 
For instance it is a well-supported belief now that pneumonia cases 
which are cared for at home afford better results than in the hospital. 
Home-rest cure for tuberculosis, cardiac patients and others, give 
similar results. Study of these procedures will be the most effective 
method of planning public health education and make possible the 
practical development of the two proposed fields in the work : public 
health nursing and ((health visitors." Such development must be 
based on knowledge of actual results. 

"Social Service at Ellis Island," R. Cole. Forcign-Bor11, 1921, 
II, 274. Eighty per cent of all immigrants who come to the United 
States pass through the station at Ellis Island, which has become very 
inadequate in size and other facilities from the pressure of increasing 
numbers. The social service department is represented by fifteen 
organizations suitable to the varied nationalities. Its quarters are 
included within the dimensions of one section of the detention rooms. 
and ill-lighted and ventilated. A very small group of workers must 
cover the needs of many thousands of arrivals each month. Among 
the duties are the interpretation of laws; explanation as to the deten-
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tion of members of families; affidavits to be secured; hospital and 
other service arranged; location of relatives in the United States; 
unaccompanied young women need protection during journeys to 
various points; this may be provided through the very efficient 
Traveler's Aid. Other guide service is available. Many adjust
ments with available agencies in this country are made as the need 
reveals itself. A kindergarten and clay nursery have been established 
for the use of children whose mothers must be detained for a time. 
The recent restriction law has resulted in many detentions so that it 
is desirable to provide added social service facilities. 

''1fental Health of the Child," C. E. Carter. Mother and Child, 
1921, II, 352. The interdependence of the mental and physical 
looms large in the experience of this author who has had much 
pediatric service. The future prospects of the mental normal are 
such that Prcvenfi've and C orrecti'l'e Clinics for the pre-school child 
are sure to be established widely. One such clinic under the Parent
Teachers' Association of Los Angeles endeavors to give the well 
child of pre-school age such advantages as will develop robustness 
and high mentality. The existing minor physical defects are treated. 
The crux of the measure lies in raising the average from the fairly 
well standard. A chart system is of value for demonstrating progress 
and in arousing interest of the parents who are so largely responsible 
for the education of the children under treatment. The habit of 
tolerance toward inherited traits is converted into effort to eradicate. 
Poor posture and flat foot are marked factors in defective mental 
condition. They create the molly-coddle type which has been de
scribed as poor student material. Active out-door life is limited with 
children who have such characteristics, and the stimulus for mental 
vigor is thus very slight. The promotion of hygiene of mind and 
body through health education is the real answer to the problem. 

"Place of Nutrition in Bringing the Undernourished Child Up to 
Normal," E. V. McCullom and N. Simmons. Mother and Clzild, 
1921, II, 344. This paper gives some salient points on the findings 
of research and practice in nutrition. The theorist who argues that 
defects of nutrition may be removed by the correction of such phy
sical defects as bad teeth, tonsils, etc., is as far from true compre
hension of the real process as the one who has the opposite belief 
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that a chosen diet, given rest period without medical treatment, vvill 
remedy the trouble. We have instances of malnourished children in 
families where the diet regime is known to be good, which shows that 
there are still other factors. It is known that there are basic similar
ities in the physiological processes of man and the lower animals. 
Therefore, certain nutritional experiments with animals have proven 
conditions such as, that given combinations of food will produce 
higher physique. The knowledge of the life history of the individual 
is necessary to a clear understanding of dietary values and end 
results. These scientific facts are not within the full comprehension 
of any but the research worker. It is believed that dietary changes 
within the last generation have undermined health and longevity. 
The results of an excessive use of any given food are insiduous but 
very definite. When accompanied by other social maladjustments 
these must be studied also. It has been proven beyond a doubt that 
rickets is caused by malnutrition. Pre-natal life is the important 
period for establishing a sound physique. Use of the protective 
foods, such as milk and green vegetables, is essential at all ages. 

"Industrial :rviedicine and the Community." Editorial. The 
}f ospital, 1921, LXX, 301. At a recent meeting of the British 
1v1edical Association, Professor E. L. Collis, who was the first whole 
time professor of preventive medicine in England, read a paper on 
"Industrial l\!Iedicine," in which he stated that if proper application 
of the measures of industrial medicine were made that on a conser
vative estimate 140,000,000 pounds may be saved annually. The 
facts have been determined by research that the underlying cause at 
the back of lost time from work in factories is either certified sick
ness or lowered health preceding sickness. Discussion of the subject 
brought out the view that added special preparation of medical men 
will fit them for service in this field rather than a whole time appli
cation to it. The crux of the situation lies in getting the service into 
the industries. 

"The Obligation of Conduct." Editorial. The Hospital, 1921, 
LXX, 296. The significance of the newly founded permanent child 
welfare office in Brussels will be appreciated moderately at present, 
but its real meaning is of vital importance. It marks a sharp change 
in the whole scheme of child welfare. The illegitimate child will be 
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the object of special study as well as the abnormal and criminal child. 
It is hoped that care will be taken not to group children who have 
rare or single attacks of malbehavior with the abnormal, for often 
the condition is a slight phase which passes entirely away. 

"The Educational Value of Psychiatric Social Work," Mary C. 
Jarrett. Mental H ygienc, 1921, V, 509. Although psychiatric social 
work as an unsystematic and routine activity is historically syn
chronous with psychiatry itself, it is, in organized form, a develop
ment only of the last five years. The psychiatric social worker has 
by now a definite standing in the mental hospital or clinic. Under 
the auspices of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, her 
functions have recently been classified as follows: ( 1) to facilitate 
admission to hospital or clinic and continuance of treatment; (2) to 
bring to the physician personal and social data helpful in arriving at 
a diagnosis, and in outlining treatment; ( 3) to assist in carrying out 
treatment; ( 4) to interpret hospital and clinic to patient, family and 
organization in the community ; ( 5) to make social investigations 
contributing to medico-social research. Social work has still, how
ever, to determine the position of the psychiatric among its other 
branches. But before any sound conclusion can be reached, an 
understanding is essential as to the nature of social work itself. Is 
social work a profession? Does it supply any need of the community 
not met by the four professions of medicine, education, theology and 
law? It is the social worker in action who answers the challenge, 
and in particular, the social case worker. Social case work is selected 
for discussion in preference to the two remaining divisions of social 
work (a) community work and (b) all that is included under re
search, organization, and legislation, since it constitutes most fully 
at present the field of the psychiatric worker. ((Social case work is 
an effort to bring a person suffering jr01n social difficulty into a 
sound social condition where 'he can operate freely in an 
environment lze lzas learned to control.'" To the foregoing end are 
necessary (a) examination of the past life and present condition 
from data secured through investigation and observation; (b) 
analysis of these facts to determine the fundamental causes of the 
trouble; and (c) a plan of treatment by which all the elements of the> 
individual's life are so organized as to effect the best adaptation to 
his environment that is possible for him. Social work, then, is 
equally concerned with all aspects of life and with all human relation-
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ships. Each of the four great professions of medicine, education, 
theology, and law, while also promoting the adaptation of man to 
society, has for its function attention to some particular aspect of 
human life and, although in dealing with an individual it must neces
sarily take into consideration all sides of his life, all other aspects are 
subordinated to that one which is its particular concern. Social work 
is the only activity which deals equally with all conditions and all 
relationships of life. The social 'worker must know enough about 
all the arts and sciences to be able to see that his patient or client has 
the benefit of them) and must render a further service) which is not 
simply connecting or mnplifying THESE OTHER FORMS of service) but 
is a SPECIAL KIND of service not afforded by any other practitioner. 
The special expertness which the social 'UJorkcr contributes is knowl
edge of how to effect adjustnzents between individuals and tlze·ir 
ewvironments and skill in bringing about such adjustments. 
Not a specialist in health, education, morality) law) or economics) but 
knowing something about each of these fields) the social worker is 
a specialist in the field of social adjustment. But there are other 
respects than that of enlisting the service of a specialist in which is 
demonstrated the alliance of social work to the recognized professions. 
In common with the professional practitioner, the social worker 
learns to detect evidences of potential difficulty; hence, the possibility 
of preventive activity. Moreover, it is a matter of experience that 
social disorder is not confined to the poor and the ignorant, but is 
sufficiently widespread to suggest that social work may eventually 
become a form of professional service available for all classes for both 
preventive and curafi've purposes. And since social work is ulti
mately concerned with the individual, as opposed to the group, and 
exacts close study of the individuals dealt with, it may be conceived 
as instituting a new phase in the science of sociology, becoming itself 
the art of applied sociology. In the movement for social adaptation 
which the coming profession of social work represents, the psychiatric 
aspect is destined to be one of increasing importance. More and 
more generally is it recognized that the adjustment of a social situ
ation is inevitably dependent upon an adequate comprehension and 
direction of the mental, as well as other, factors involved. Social 
work, therefore, to be successful must be founded upon intelligent 
application of both psychology and psychiatry. But not only should 
every prospective social worker automatically receive preparation 
along psychiatric lines; for certain workers such training must be 
exceptionally thorough. On two accounts should the latter be true: 
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( 1) that the particular need of the mental hospital may be satisfied; 
(2) in order that such special training in relation to clients distinctly 
pathological may be utilized, by way of research, to uncover principles 
applicable to social work as a whole. 

To the person thus equipped preventive work presents at once an 
urgent demand and a supreme opportunity for service. Preventive 
activity may be conducted to fullest advantage ( 1) in the school, and 
(2) in industry. Into the former field the psychiatric worker may 
enter in the capacity of the recently instituted visiting teacher, 
incorporating a knowledge of the mental hygiene of the child in the 
practice of social case work. Industry offers the role of the personnel 
worker, who seeks to adjust the workman to conditions both within 
and without the shop-a function necessitating a command of the 
principles of both psychiatry and social work. 

A final and highly significant value of the psychiatric social worker 
is that of medium between the psychiatrist and mental hospital and 
the community at large. It is the psychiatric worker who is more 
favorably situated than anyone else to intrepret the point of view of 
psychiatry to the layman, to disseminate the conception of mental 
disease as comparable to any other illness, a thing not to be abhorred, 
but to be prevented or cured in common with physical troubles. 

WINIFRED ARRINGTON. 
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